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AbstraAb ra
Pschorr, JoshuaKennethM.S., Department ofComputer Science andEngineering,Wright
State University, 2013. SemSOS : an Architeure for Query, Insertion, and Discovery for
Semantic Sensor Networks.
With sensors, storage, and bandwidth becoming ever cheaper, there has been a drive
recently to make sensor data accessible on the Web. However, because of the vast num-
ber of sensors collecting data about our environment, finding relevant sensors on the
Weband then interpreting their observations is a non-trivial challenge. TheOpenGeospa-
tial Consortium (OGC) defines a web service specification known as the Sensor Obser-
vation Service (SOS) that is designed to standardize the way sensors and sensor data are
discovered and accessed on theWeb. Though this standard goes a long way in providing
interoperability between sensor data producers and consumers, it is predicated on the
idea that the consuming application is equipped to handle raw sensor data.
Sensor data consuming end-points are generally interested in not just the raw data
itself, but rather actionable information regarding their environment. The approaches
for dealing with this are either to make each individual consuming application smarter
or to make the data served to them smarter. This thesis presents an application of the
latter approach,which is accomplishedbyproviding amoremeaningful representationof
sensor data by leveraging semanticweb technologies. Specifically, this thesis describes an
approach to sensor data modeling, reasoning, discovery, and query over richer semantic
data derived from raw sensor descriptions and observations.
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The artifacts resulting from this research include:
• an implementation of an SOS service which hews to both Sensor Web and Se-
manticWeb standards in order to bridge the gap between syntactic and semantic
sensor data consumers and that has been proven by use in a number of research
applications storing large amounts of data, which serves as
• an example of an approach for designing applications which integrate syntactic
services over semanticmodels and allow for interactionswith external reasoning
systems.
Asmore sensors and observationsmove online and as the Internet of Things becomes
a reality, issues of integration of sensor data into our everyday lives will become impor-
tant for all of us. The research represented by this thesis explores this problem space and
presents an approach to dealing with many of these issues. Going forward, this research
may prove a useful elucidation of the design considerations and affordances which can
allow low-level sensor and observation data to become the basis for machine processable
knowledge of our environment.
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1 Introduiontroduion
Weare increasingly surroundedby sensors collectingdata about our environment. Whether
it's the proximity badge reader we use to gain entrance to work facilities, meteorological
sensor stations on rooftops, or the sensors we carry everywhere we go in our cell-phones,
our most personal of computers, networked sensing devices have grown exponentially
over the past decade. Many of these sensors and their observations are now becoming
accessible on the Web as part of the ‘Internet of Things' (IoT)1 movement.
The goal of the IoT is to allow computerized automation in both the creation and
exploitation of information on the Internet. Most of what people think of as the Internet
today is the product of the creative or data entry activities of people. Unfortunately
humans are limited by their accuracy, attention, and ultimately time. As a result, they are
not that great at capturing data about the physical world around them. If better infor-
mation technologies are to be developed to assist people in gaining situational awareness
of their environment and ways in which to improve it, our algorithms are going to need
better sources of data.
Those better sources of data will come from computerized capture, cleansing, and
publishing of huge numbers of measurements taken against physical quantities in the
real world. There are, however, several challenges thatmust be overcome in order to fully
make use of this vast amount of sensor data. Primary among them is the need to provide
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_Things
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a useful over-arching explanation of the physical world. When people publish records of
events online, the descriptions have been built frommultiple experiences and sources of
knowledge, and furthermore have been deemed to be interesting and worthy of sharing
with the world. Sensor readings, however, are simply numerical results that are the
outcome of some physical or electronic processing based on some stimulus from the
physical world, and the sensors will produce data at rates orders of magnitudes beyond
what a person could produce or individually interpret. There is, then, a fundamental
need to somehow take the sea of readings and ground them in events happening in the
physical world if understanding is to be provided.
This grounding is formalized as the associations of semantics to observations. Broadly
speaking, sensor data can be grounded according spatial context, temporal context, and
thematic (or domain-specific) contexts. These semantic associations provide rich infor-
mation that allows for building knowledge from data and interpreting the meaning of
the data with respect to the physical world. It is not enough, though, to simply create
new data tables specifying the ways one wishes to ground observations. If data is to be
shared then decoding, translating, disambiguating, recalculating semantic relationships
or re-normalizing data tables on each and every client wishing to participate is unten-
able. If the observations are, instead, shared in a knowledge representation format in
which the observations and their semantics and relationships are equal partners, then
interoperability and large-scale data sharing become possible. This type of data sharing,
made possible by leveraging a uniformly structured, rich knowledge representation, is
the promise of the Semantic Web2.
16 16
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Aside from issues of standardization and representations suitable for effective data
sharing, we must also provide means for clients to discover, query, and manipulate such
sensor data. Information technology to accomplish such goals has been developed under
the rubric of the Sensor Web. The Sensor Web technologies, however, are tied to data
formats that are neither rich nor very collaborative.
When the Semantic Web and sensor data are combined, the result is the Semantic
SensorWeb [29, 32]. With themodel of the Semantic SensorWeb providing a way of rep-
resenting sensor data that grounds the data via associated semantics and relationships,
we can return to the task: actually facilitating the goal of data sharing and the challenges
that it presents. The synergistic integration of the Semantic Web and the Sensor Web
promises:
• Amechanism for querying sensor data for relevant readings and associatedmeta-
data using powerful but intuitive filtering parameters to allow clients to build
decision-support atop the provided results.
• The ability to insert new sensors and new sensor data in a uniform and incre-
mentalmanner which allows easy and automatic synthesizing of rich contextual
information and metadata.
• Means to access and discover sensors, observations, and ultimately synthesized
information about the physical world in a flexible and intuitive manner.
2 http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/
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This thesis presents SemSOS – an architecture for and implementation of a semantic
sensor network middleware that integrates current Sensor Web standards and services
with current Semantic Web technologies and existing knowledge bases to fulfill the is-
sues of rich querying, accessing, and discovery. SemSOS has been used to:
• Provide a storage, query, and reasoning infrastructure for research into reason-
ing over weather station data to infer weather events [12].
• Query sensor datasets consisting of tens of thousands of sensor stations linked
to hundreds of thousands of observations using rich temporal, geospatial, and
meteorological query parameters [26].
• Research an architecture for query, sensor registration, observation insertion,
and discovery of sensor and observation data on the Linked Open Data3 (LOD)
cloud [26].
• Provide a storage, query, and reasoning infrastructure for an application which
supports dynamic registrationof cell phones and attached sensingdevices aswell
as other small portable networked sensors with the purpose of understanding
the movements of urban disaster first-responders as well as their environment
[1].
A motivation is presented first (§2), followed by some related work (§3) and back-
ground material (§4). Next SemSOS, the main contribution, is presented (§5) followed
3 http://linkeddata.org
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by discussions of some projects and applications in which it has been used (§6). Ideas for
future work (§7) and conclusions (§8) finish the body of this thesis.
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2Motivationotivation
There are vast amounts of weather sensor data being published to the Internet. In addi-
tion, large amounts of traffic and accident data are currently being aggregated by local ju-
risdictions and crowd-sourcing endeavors. Imagine the knowledge that could be gained
if all this historic data could be easily correlated, referenced, and searched. Perhaps
city managers could use this information to find historic patterns of weather-accident
correlation to fix problematic stretches of road or to concentrate snow salting trucks
where theymight have themost impact on casualties. Alternatively, your car's navigation
system couldwarn you about hazardous driving conditions and its computer could adapt
breaking, suspension, and other systems to deal with the weather conditions you should
expect.
Imagine anoutlier detection systemwhich examines temperature readings anddeter-
mines whether a given observation is within normal operation parameters. The system
received three observations froma constellation of sensors: 455∘F, 155∘F, and 80∘F. What
do these observations mean? If they are from the second floor of your house then the
implications are dire and the values are certainly outliers. Surely, a simple β-distribution
could be trained for each sensor and an alarm triggeredwhen an out-of-parameters event
is detected. However, if the readings are from various points under your car's hood, the
same algorithm is likely to break down. Your car's mechanicals have a wider range of
in-parameter temperatures depending on time of year, speed, and whether the engine is
running. For this application, perhaps a neural network trained over time would suffice;
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Or explicitly coded domain knowledge from automotive engineers. Either way, it would
take a knowledgeable engineer to choose and employ the correct algorithm. If instead,
the data were sufficiently grounded in temporal, spatial, and thematic contexts, algo-
rithms could potentially be mixed andmatched to arrive at an optimal detection system;
hand-coded domain knowledge could even be replacedwith the samedomain knowledge
as codified in a semantic system.
Many cars today include a readout detailing the distance that can be traveled with
the fuel remaining in the tank. Such readouts can currently be only so sophisticated, as
the car's computer cannot know what task you are engaging in when you jump into the
driver's seat. If your car could ascertain your current or even full day's task based on the
items you carried with you and past driving habits, it might more accurately be able to
calculate remaining distance for the types of traffic and speeds you would encounter. It
might also be able to tell you to fuel up today on your way home even if you don't need
to, because you are not going to want to have to get out of your car to refuel in the ice
storm that is coming tomorrow.
The through-line in these scenarios is that all these applications are current areas
of active research, but they are data hungry. For them to be arbitrarily widely deployed
in the future, they will need a unified way to access sensor data across space, time, and
domain. The technologies will still have to be tuned for the domain specific features of
individual applications of the technology, but to require tuning them for every available
type and protocol and format of information will simply not scale. SemSOS is a first
step towards the type of middleware architecture that allows rich sensor data stores to
be flexibly used by intelligent client applications for decision support.
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3 Related WorkelatedWork
It is apparent that in a few short years, we will all be constantly surrounded by sensors
communicating wirelessly with each other and with computational resources. As a re-
sult, the drive to integrate SemanticWeb and SensorWeb technologies has been steadily
gaining momentum. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) recognized this and, as
part of their Semantic Web initiative, charted the Semantic Sensor Network Incubator
Group4 (SSN-XG) “to begin the formal process of producing ontologies that define the
capabilities of sensors and sensor networks, and to develop semantic annotations of a key
language used by services based sensor networks.”5TheSSN-XGhas identified several im-
portant use cases for the integration of Semantic Web and Sensor Web technologies, in-
cluding sensor/device discovery and semantically enabled sensor andobservationportals.
In addition Linked Open Data (LOD), an outgrowth of the Semantic Web community,
has emerged as a “a recommended best practice for exposing, sharing, and connecting
pieces of data, information, and knowledge on the Semantic Web.”6 These use cases
elucidate much of the motivation for this thesis and similar works.
Le-Phouc and Hauswirth [19] have developed SensorMasher, which is an infrastruc-
ture for publishing sensor data as Linked Data as well as a user interface for the explo-
4 http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/
5 http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/charter
6 http://linkeddata.org, retrieved February 2013
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ration of the data and for building Web mashups. The aim of SensorMasher is to allow
non-technical users to access and manipulate web-based sensor data in an intuitive and
useful fashion.
Sequeda and Corcho [27] have introduced the concept of Linked StreamData, which
describes howLinkedData principles canbe applied to streamdata generally, and stream-
ing sensor data specifically. This is an important discussion since most data on Linked
Data is static. Sensor data has several attributes that set it apart from themajority of data
on Linked Data. For example, sensor data is dynamic (streaming), primarily numerical
(phenomenal measurements), highly reliant on spatiotemporal properties, and is often
noisy, untrustworthy, inaccurate, and incomplete.
Page et al. [22] have designed a high-level API for semantic mashups and web ap-
plications using sensor observations from the Channel Coastal Observatory in the UK.
This implementation is based on three objectives: (1) to publish sensor observations as
Linked Data, (2) to access sensor observations through web services that support GML
(Geography Markup Language) schema, and (3) to support clients familiar with either
Linked Data or GML. This work is probably the most similar to SemSOS, since it also
utilizes both Linked Data and OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) technologies in or-
der to provide the benefits of Semantic Web to those clients familiar with OGC. The
distinction is that SemSOS is a single piece of infrastructure which is able to serve both
semantically aware and traditional clients simultaneously and thus to provide anupgrade
path for clients which wish to become more semantically aware.
In addition to providing sensor data as Linked Data, there has also been work on
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supporting semantics and sensor discovery within the OGC's SWE (Sensor Web Enable-
ment) group. Janowicz et al. [16] are designing a semantic enablement layer within the
SWE standards. Also, a Sensor Instance Registry (SIR) [17] has been developed as part of
theOSIRIS project. Its goal is to support discovery of individual sensors and SWE services
that encapsulate them. SIR uses amethod similar to the prototype registry used in one of
the SemSOS studies for harvesting sensor information fromGetCapabilities documents.
It handles discovery queries via a custom XML-based syntax. On the backend, SIR uses
the SWEET ontology7 for basic disambiguation but unlike SemSOS it does not expose
model references or other semantic information.
7 http://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/
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4 Backgroundackground
Parts of this chapter
have previously
appeared in [12, 26].
SemSOS stands on the shoulders of work done in the SensorWeb and SemanticWeb
communities. From the Sensor Web community, SemSOS leverages the work of the
Open Geospatial Consortium's (OGC) Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) group and is in
fact an extension of one of their standards, SOS (Sensor Observation Service). On the
other hand, SemSOS's main contribution is to extend the syntactic interoperability em-
bodied by the SWE standards to full semantic interoperability by incorporating method-
ologies and data from the Semantic Web community. In particular, SemSOS leverages
themain SemanticWeb technologies of RDF, RDFS,OWL, and SPARQL.The datamodel
that SemSOS employs is built on a number of important ontologies: OWL-Time,WGS84,
DUL, the SSN Ontology, and GeoNames. Specific installations of SemSOS can easily use
others for their domain specific reasoning, potentially through the use of Linked Open
Data. This chapter describes these components.
4.1 Sensor Web
In recent years, sensors have been adopted and deployed to serve a wide array of resource
monitoring, alerting, detecting, and management roles. This is largely due to the dra-
matically falling costs of sensors and compute time for processing their data. The Sensor
Web is a broad term used to refer to the ensuing networking of sensors, publishing of
their data, and the services that exist to provide access to both.
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4.1.1 Sensor Web Enablement
TheOpenGeospatial Consortium (OGC) established the SensorWeb Enablement (SWE)
as a suite of specifications related to sensors, sensor datamodels, and sensorWeb services
designed to enable sensors to be accessible and controllable via the Web [4]. The core
suite of language and service interface specifications includes the following:
• Observations &Measurements (O&M) - Standardmodels and XML Schema for en-
codingobservations andmeasurements froma sensor, both archived and real-time.
• Sensor Model Language (SensorML) - Standard models and XML Schema for de-
scribing sensors systems and processes; provides information needed for discov-
ery of sensors, location of sensor observations, processing of low-level sensor
observations, and listing of taskable properties.
• TransducerModel Language (TransducerML) - Standardmodels and XML Schema
for describing transducers and supporting real-time streaming of data to and
from sensor systems.
• Sensor Observation Service (SOS) - Standard web service interface for requesting,
filtering, and retrieving observations and sensor system information. This is the
intermediary between a client and an observation repository or near real-time
sensor channel.
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• Sensor Planning Service (SPS) - Standardweb service interface for requestinguser-dri-
ven acquisitions and observations. This is the intermediary between a client and
a sensor collection management environment.
• Sensor Alert Service (SAS) - Standard web service interface for publishing and sub-
scribing to alerts from sensors.
• Web Notification Service (WNS) - Standard web service interface for asynchro-
nous delivery of messages or alerts from SAS and SPS web services and other
elements of service workflows.
Among these specifications, SemSOS is an extension of SOS, which itself makes use
of O&M and SensorML.
4.1.1.1 O&M
Observations & Measurements (O&M) is an OGC-SWE standard which defines a con-
ceptual model and a specific XML Schema implementation for describing observations
and features. At the core of O&M is the concept of an observation, which is “the act of
observing a property[9]” whose goal is “to measure or otherwise determine the value of
[that] property[9]”. The observation involves the application of some measurement or
estimation procedure like a sensor, algorithm, or potentially even human data entry [28].
The procedure is not necessarily applied at the same time or location as the sampling of
the procedure. Observations are thus described in terms of aspects of the measurement
being made and procedure being applied.
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O&M quite deliberately models the difference between the representation of the re-
sult of an observing procedure from the representation of the feature which the proce-
dure is observing. According to O&M, the basic properties of an observation are:
• phenomenon time - The time at which the event triggering the observation hap-
pened in the physical world.
• sampling or result time - The time when the application of the procedure gener-
ated a result.
• observed property - The phenomenon that is being observed.
• procedure - The sensor or algorithm used to perform the observation (generally
described in SensorML).
• result -The result of the procedure's observation.
• feature of interest - An “abstraction of real world phenomenon [9]”.
By separating the properties of the physical world (phenomenon time, observed prop-
erty, feature) from properties that are the result of the sampling itself (procedure, result,
result time), it is possible to uniformly deal with different facets of the observations
regardless of heterogeneity of procedure or sensor types.
4.1.1.2 SensorML
The Sensor Model Language (SensorML) is an OGC-SWE standard which provides both
conceptual models and an XML Schema for describing sensors and their “geometric,
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dynamic, and observational characteristics.”8 The basis of SensorML is a model of pro-
cedures from inputs to outputs that is general enough to describe nearly any process
or process chain. In SensorML, a sensor is modeled as a process that maps physical
phenomena to result data. SensorML is designed to support the description of sensors in
a deep and rich enough manner to serve as sensor specifications sheets, a source of data
for sensor discovery actions, and even to provide information for sensor tasking.
4.1.1.3 Sensor Observation Service
The Sensor Observation Service (SOS) is an OGC-SWE standard which defines a web
service interface for providing “access to observations from sensors and sensor systems
in a standard way that is consistent for all sensor systems including remote, in-situ,
fixed and mobile sensors [21].” SOS groups observations made by related sensor systems
into Observation Offerings. An Observation Offering is a logical collection of sensors
and sensor systems that, generally, are located in proximity to one another and sample
their environment at shared intervals. Observation Offerings are characterized by the
following parameters [21]:
• Specific sensor systems that report the observations.
• Timeperiod(s) forwhichobservationsmaybe requested (supports historical data).
• Phenomena that are being sensed.
8 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/sensorml
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• Geographical region that contains the sensors.
• Geographical region that contains the features that are the subject of the sensor
observations (may differ from the sensor region for remote sensors).
SOS defines four service profiles: core, transactional, enhanced, and entire (which
includes all functionality of core, transactional, and enhanced profiles). For a standards
compliant SOS service, only support for the core profile is mandatory, while all other
profiles are optional. The core and enhanced profiles provide support for consumers of
sensor data. A consumer client of sensor data requires methods for obtaining informa-
tion about the service itself and requesting observations, sensor descriptions, features,
etc. over some spatial and temporal context. This information is useful in applications
such as visualization, data fusion, and situation awareness. The transactional profile
supports publishers of sensor data. Such publisher clients are responsible for acting as
intermediaries between sensor networks generating observations and the SOS service
where it inserts sensor descriptions and observations.
The core profile includes three operations: GetCapabilities,DescribeSensor, andGetO-
bservation. The GetCapabilities function provides a means to request a description of
the service. This description includes information such as service identification (service
name, keywords, etc.), provider, and most importantly, metadata that allows for the
discovery of the capabilities of the service. The capability description includes metadata
about all supported functions of the service (including valid values and ranges for query
parameters), filtering capabilities (logical operators that may be supplied with query pa-
rameters), and a full list of all Observation Offerings (including the aforementioned pa-
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rameters: sensor systems, time, phenomenon, location, etc.) defined within the service.
Examples of the GetCapabilities query and response documents are presented and briefly
discussed in §5.4.1.4. DescribeSensor allows the client to request information about a
sensor. DescribeSensor is parameterized by the IDof the sensor and returns a SensorMLor
TransducerML document describing the sensor and its capabilities. §5.4.1.2 provides an
example of the request and response document for DescribeSensor. The GetObservation
function is the heart of the SOS, allowing the client to request observation data generated
by a sensor or sensor system contained in a specified Observation Offering. GetObserva-
tion supports a multitude of parameters and filters, which give the client the ability to
query over the sensor, time, location, phenomena, features, and measurement values of
the observations. The response from GetObservation is encoded in O&M. Examples of
theGetObservation query and response documents are presented and briefly discussed in
§5.4.1.5.
The transactional profile of SOS includes functions that allow a client to insert new
sensors and observations, and is composed of two functions: RegisterSensor and InsertO-
bservation. RegisterSensor allows a client to insert a new sensor into an SOS service, in-
cluding the sensor's capabilities as described in a SensorMLor TransducerMLdocument.
InsertObservation allows a client to insert a newobservation into an SOS service. The new
observation is provided to the SOS encoded as an O&M document. §5.4.1.1 and §5.4.1.3
contain examples and discussion of the requests and responses for the RegisterSensor and
InsertObservation operations, respectively.
The enhanced profile provides an assortment of less-frequently needed functions.
GetObservationById returns an O&M observation based on the ID of the observation.
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GetResult provides ameans for a client to obtain sensor data on a frequent basis using less
bandwidth, by using a template O&M document from a previous call to GetObservation.
GetFeatureOfInterest returns a description of a feature of interestwhose IDwas advertised
byGetCapabilities. GetFeatureOfInterestTimedescribes the valid timeperiods for a feature.
DescribeFeatureType yields anXML schema for a feature. DescribeObservationType returns
the XML schema for an observation generated for a type of phenomenon. DescribeResult-
Model yields an XML schema which can further describe the format of results returned
by the SOS and referenced in GetCapabilities.
4.2 Semantic Web
The Semantic Web is a W3C effort to produce an extension to the World Wide Web
which strives to formally define the semantics, or meaning, of information on the web.
The Web was originally created to exchange human-readable information in the form
of documents. The vision of the Semantic Web is to evolve the Web from a network of
interlinked text and pictures andmedia to a network of interlinked data about theworld,
including metadata about those same documents, in order to enable machine-process-
able semantics.
In order to accomplish this vision and push the Web towards a future of intercon-
necteddata sources, theW3Chas defined and standardized anumber of common formats
and technologies for the representation of data. Figure 4.1 shows the SemanticWeb data
format and technology stack.
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Figure 4.1 Semantic Web
Technology Layer Cake9
4.2.1 Resource Description Framework
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [35] is a modeling framework designed for
knowledge representation on theWorldWideWeb. On a traditional HTMLweb page, a
relationship is expressed as a hypertext link to another page. In this case, both ends of the
link (the source and the destination) are identified by URLs (Uniform Resource Locator),
but the meaning of the link between them is implicit in the meaning of the source page
9 image from http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/layerCake.png
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and surrounding context. RDF extends the idea of linking resources on theweb by giving
a URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) to describe not only the source and destination, but
also to describe the link itself.
Bedford
1501 Grant Avenue Massachusetts
01730
http://www.example.org/sta!d/85740
http://www.example.org/sta!d/85740/address
http://www.example.org/terms/address
http://www.example.org/terms/city
http://www.example.org/terms/street http://www.example.org/terms/state
http://www.example.org/terms/postalCode
Figure 4.2 Example RDF Graph
The three parts of an RDF relationship are the subject (the source), the predicate (the
link), and the object (the destination). The source and predicate are URIs referencing
instances, while the object may be either a URI or a literal (e.g., a textual string such as
‘foo', a number like ‘42', or a date). An ordered statement of the three is termed a triple.
Each triple, then, describes a link in a directed and labeled graph, where the semantics of
the linked nodes and the edges are identified by their URIs. The RDF Schema (§4.2.2)
and Web Ontology Language (§4.2.3) extend RDF to provide additional semantics by
associating rules and constraints with these URIs. Figure 4.2 shows a small example
partial RDF graph of what might be an employee's address. Following de facto RDF
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diagramming practice, subject and object URIs are depicted as ellipses, predicates as
directed arcs, and literals as boxes.
Listing 4.1 (Example RDF Graph in Turtle Notation)
1 @prefix ex: <http://www.example.org/terms/> .
2
3 <http://www.example.org/staffid/85740>
4 ex:address <http://www.example.org/staffid/85740/address> .
5
6 <http://www.example.org/staffid/85740/address>
7 ex:city "Bedford" ;
8 ex:street "1501 Grant Avenue" ;
9 ex:state "Massachusetts" ;
10 ex:postalCode "01730" .
Listing 4.1 shows the same RDF graph serialized in a textual notation know as Turtle.
In Turtle, prefixes can be specified to provide terseness to the body of triples. Triples are
then specified in subject, predicate, object order followed by a ‘.'. Often a subject will
havemultiple predicates; In such cases, as a notational convenience, the ‘;' syntax allows
this by ending the current triple, but implying the same subject for the next, so that the
subject keeps repeating for triples that vary in predicate and object only.
The simple format of RDF triples allow for a richer expression of relationships by
allowing the producer of triples to ascribe precise semantics via the choice of URIs with
agreed upon meaning. Additionally, RDF can be used to associate semantics with an
unstructured document in a structured manner. This yields a light-weight and flexible
format for data interchange on the web that describes both structured and semi-struc-
tured data. For these reasons, RDF forms the basis of the Semantic Web technology
stack.
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4.2.2 RDF Schema
The RDF Schema (RDFS) [34] is a specification for describing RDF vocabularies in RDF
itself. RDFS is used in the same manner as other schema languages (e.g., XML Schemas)
to define and constrain theways that specificRDFelements relate to otherRDFelements.
RDFS is itself an RDF vocabulary. It specifies URIs for the various types defined by RDF,
ways to assign RDF and user-created types to URIs, as well as subclass relationships
between concepts and type constraints on relationships.
4.2.3 Web Ontology Language
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [33] is a family of computationally tractable lan-
guages for knowledge representation based on Description Logic (DL) that are used for
authoring ontologies. Gruber defines “an ontology [as] an explicit specification of a con-
ceptualization.”[10] That is, an ontology consists of a representation of the classes that
may be used to apply types to data items as well as relationships allowed between data
items of given types. OWL adds additional expressiveness on top of RDF and RDFS and
serves as the form in which domain specifications are defined on the Semantic Web.
The OWL family contains several sublanguages: OWL Lite, OWL DL, and OWL Full
(ordered from least to most expressive). Themore expressive the language, the less com-
putationally tractablewith respect to completeness anddecidability, withOWLFullbeing
undecidable.
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4.2.4 SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language
Much as SQL is a language for querying and modifying table-structured relational data,
SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language)[36] is the W3C-recommended
language for querying andmodifying the directed, labeled graph data as specified byRDF.
SPARQL queries attempt to match graph patterns against an RDF data set, returning
result sets or even graphs based on those graph matches. SPARQL also supports the
ability to insert new triples (potentially basedon theoutcomeof a graphpatternmatch) as
well as delete existing triples. Update statements in SPARQL take the formof a combined
delete statement and insert query that can share graph pattern matches. SPARQL is the
main way to query RDF-based data stores (often called triplestores).
Listing 4.2 (Example SPARQL Select Query)
1 PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
2 SELECT ?name ?mbox
3 WHERE{
4 ?x foaf:name ?name .
5 OPTIONAL { ?x foaf:mbox ?mbox }
6 }
Listing 4.3 (Example SPARQL Insert Data Operation)
1 PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>
2 INSERT DATA{
3 <http://example/book1> dc:title "A new book" ;
4 dc:creator "A.N.Other" .
5 }
Listing 4.4 (Example SPARQL Delete Data Operation)
1 PREFIX dc: <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>
2 DELETE DATA{
3 <http://example/book2> dc:title "David Copperfield" ;
4 dc:creator "Edmund Wells" .
5 }
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Listing 4.5 (Example SPARQL Insert Operation)
1 PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
2 INSERT { ?person foaf:givenName 'William' }
3 WHERE {
4 ?person foaf:givenName 'Bill'
5 }
Listings 4.2 4.3 4.4 and 4.5 present examples of SPARQL operations. SPARQL uses
prefixes and ‘.' and ‘;' in the same manner as the Turtle syntax described in §4.2.1. In
addition, identifiers beginning with questions marks are variables that will be unified
with instances via the graph matching process.
4.2.5 Linked Data
TimBerners-Lee coined the term LinkedData in his LinkedData design note [2]. Linked
Data as Berners-Lee outlines it is a simple set of recommendations for the publishing of
Semantic Web data in the form of RDF and OWL data sets and SPARQL endpoints:
• Using URI's as names for things; everything is addressed using unique URI's
• Using HTTP URI's to enable people to look up those names; all the URI's are
accessible via HTTP interfaces
• Providing useful RDF information related to URI's that are looked up by ma-
chine or people
• Linking the URI' s to other URI's
The goal of the recommendations is to provide best practices for producers of Seman-
tic Web data that facilitate exchange, discovery, and linking of data. The largest current
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effort to provide Linked Data on the web is a community movement called Linked Open
Data (LOD) that provides Linked Data as Open Data (data that is available for use, reuse,
and redistribution with no restrictions other than perhaps attribution) [3]. LOD consists
of many billions of interlinked RDF triples in knowledge bases that are in widespread
use.
4.3 Ontologies
Sheth and Thirunarayan ([31]) provide a thorough motivation for the types of metadata
useful to Semantic Sensor Web applications, which they outline as “[s]ensors' encoding
of observed phenomena are often in binary or proprietary formats; therefore, metadata
play an essential role in managing sensor data” In order to attach this metadata in an
interoperable way, SemSOS employs a number of standard ontologies. As mentioned in
§4.2.3, an ontology is a formal representation of the concepts in a given domain. On-
tologies are representations of properties ideas, events, entities and themanner in which
they are related and categorized. Ontologies can be roughly ranked by specificity of the
concepts contained within. Those which contain very general concepts that might be
expected to apply across all domains are generally termed ‘upper ontologies' or ‘founda-
tional ontologies'. Ontologies which contain a vocabulary tailored to a generic domain
or task (e.g., medicine, customer service) are referred to as domain or task ontologies.
4.3.1 Upper
Upper ontologies largely serve to provide high-level interoperability across widely dif-
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ferent domains. For example, all runners in the Boston Marathon are equipped with a
sensor that publishes their location at various checkpoints. This data is hooked up to a
website that lets friends and family track their progress online. If one were to desire to
model the use of the location tracking sensors as employed by the race, one would need
to relate sensor concepts with the social participation concepts of the BostonMarathon.
These are very different domains, with their ownmodeling needs. If the sensor ontology
and the event participation ontology used are both aligned with the same upper ontol-
ogy, then the upper ontology itself provides the basis for relating concepts from the two
domains.
4.3.1.1 DUL
DOLCE + DnS Ultralite (abbreviated DUL)10 is a simplified and improved combination
of the Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering Lite-Plus and De-
scriptions andSituations (DnS) ontologies. DUL is a light-weight ontologywithhigh-level
concepts for modeling physical (e.g., nearness, overlap) and social (e.g., participation,
membership, classification) contexts. When domain ontologies are aligned with (se-
mantically derived from) foundational ontologies, it helps to bound the interpretation
of the domain ontology, as well as providing documentation and ontological commit-
ment through association with more broadly understood concepts[11]. DUL is the upper
ontology to which the SSN Ontology (discussed in section 4.3.2) is aligned.
10 http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl
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4.3.2 Semantic Sensor Network Ontology
The Semantic Sensor Network Ontology (SSN Ontology)11[7] is the product of the W3C
SSN-XG [20]. It is an OWL ontology for describing the domain of sensors and observa-
tions. The SSN Ontology strives to cover a wide range of concepts necessary for accu-
rately describing sensors and observations, while being general enough to apply to nearly
any application in which sensor semantics are meaningful.
In order to achieve its goal of being broadly applicable and still meaningfully interop-
erable, the SSN Ontology makes two major design concessions with respect to external
ontologies. The 41 concepts and 39 properties defined in the ontology are aligned with
(that is, directly inherit from) 11 DUL concepts and 14 DUL properties [7]. Second, the
SSN Ontology makes no reference to external ontologies that define spatial or temporal
concepts, features, or physical quantities, nor does it define any itself, even though nearly
any employment of sensor concepts will need to refer to one or more of these related
concepts. Specific applications are expected to bring their own relevant spatial, temporal,
and domain ontologies with which to augment the SSN Ontology.
The SSN Ontology attempts to be compatible with the OGC's O&M, but is not slav-
ishly constrained by it. It is based on the Stimulus-Sensor-Observation (SSO) [15] ontol-
ogy design pattern. At a high-level, this pattern models changes in the environment and
stimuli that sensors detect and use to measure a property of the physical world, generat-
ing an observation which may be associated with the property being observed and with
11 available at http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn
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the features being observed. LikeO&M, SSO separates the representation of the result of
an observation from the feature that is being observed, as well as cleanly disassociating
physical properties from the manner in which sensors observe them (stimuli). The SSN
Ontology's use of SSO tomodel the various sensor-related concepts as semi-independent
entities is driven by four modeling view-point use cases [7]:
• sensor perspective - “a focus onwhat senses, how it senses, andwhat is sensed [7]”,
• observation perspective - “a focus on observation data and related metadata [7]”,
• system perspective - “a focus on systems of sensors and deployment [7]”,
• feature and property perspective - “[a focus] on what senses a particular property
or what observations have been made about a property [7]”.
The SSN Ontology has emerged as the preeminent ontology for the modeling of
sensor data. SSN-XG's creation of the ontology was influenced by several prior stan-
dards (e.g., OGC O&M) and semantic sensor modeling efforts (including research done
in collaborationwith an early version of SemSOS, see §6.1). Today, SemSOS uses the SSN
Ontology as the backbone of its sensor data and observation storage.
4.3.3 Spatio-temporal
Spatial and temporal context are necessary to ground the meaning and interpretation of
sensor values [30]. We have very different expectations for temperatures taken in Death
Valley versus Antarctica, for example. More specific temporal and spatial concepts (e.g.,
during the Blitz in Cardiff) may well dive into the realm of domain-specific knowledge,
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but granular relationships able to capture geospatial coordinates and UTC (Coordinated
Universal Time) times are cross-cutting concepts for a vast number of applications, and
virtually all sensor applications.
4.3.3.1 OWL-Time
OWL-Time[13] is an ontology of temporal concepts. OWL-Time concepts include UTC
time instants, intervals, durations, and datetime types as well as the relationships be-
tween them (e.g., an interval is composed of a start instant and end instant). It also allows
for expression of the concepts fromAllen's interval algebra (i.e., takes place before,meets,
overlaps, starts, during, finishes, equal).
4.3.3.2 WGS84
TheWGS84ontology [5] is a very basic ontology for the expressionof spatial location. The
name of the ontology comes from the World Geodetic System 1984 standard, which is a
standard for the interpretation of latitude and longitude coordinates on the earth based
on extensive survey data. WGS84 defines a Point datatype that may have components
values of a WGS84-referenced latitude and longitude in decimal degrees and an altitude
measurement in decimal meters above the ellipsoid (earth).
4.3.4 Thematic
Thematic ontologies provide the third axis on which to interpret sensor data (after the
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temporal and spatial axes) [30]. An example of thematic concepts could include the
encoding of meteorological definitions for weather conditions (e.g., Blizzard) if, for ex-
ample, the domain of weather is being modeled. For SemSOS, the base thematic ontolo-
gies include concepts in the domain of physical quantities and socio-political location
data. Particular applications of SemSOS will include additional ontologies of their own
tailored to the specific domain being explored. For example, the weather application
described in 6.1 used an ontology which encoded storm conditions and rules to infer
them derived from meteorological standards.
4.3.4.1 MUOUCUM
The UCUM (Unified Code for Units of Measure) is “a code system intended to include
all units of measures being contemporarily used in international science, engineering,
and business.”12. It consolidates and harmonizes various ISO, ANSI, and ENV standards
that deal with units of measure. TheMUO (Measurements Unit Ontology) has created a
UCUM ontology13 for representing the UCUM standard in RDF. SemSOS uses theMUO
UCUM to describe the units and physical quantities described by the observations and
observed properties it stores, respectively.
4.3.4.2 GeoNames
12 http://unitsofmeasure.org
13 http://idi.fundacionctic.org/muo/ucum-instances.html
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GeoNames14 is a geographical database that is available as Linked Data. Each of the 8.3
million toponyms (place names) in the GeoNames dataset has a unique URI that is deref-
erencable formore information. The toponyms range from the earth itself through coun-
tries and states down to local places such as schools, parks, streams, and roads, and are
sourced from a great number of official sources as well as crowd-sourcing efforts.
GeoNames associates toponyms, which it calls ‘Features' with WGS84 coordinates
as well as providing relevant statistical information (e.g., population, postal code, etc.)
and organizing them into a hierarchy. The hierarchy of features is defined by linking a
feature to its parent features andby assigning each feature a ‘feature class' (e.g., continent,
country, administrative region). GeoNames classifies locations according to containment
(e.g., Wright State University is within the city of Dayton) as well as feature classes and
codes (e.g., the feature class of Wright State University is a ‘spot, building or farm' and
its feature code is ‘school'). In addition to feature hierarchy, each GeoNames location
provides a nearby feature relationship that links to a set of locations that are near the
original location. By linking one's data to GeoNames, one gets access to an extensive
source of semantic spatial information with intuitive naming and traversal.
14 http://www.geonames.org
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5 Architeurerchiteure
Parts of this chapter
have previously
appeared in [12, 26].
5.1 Overview
To a first approximation, SemSOS can be described simply as an implementation of the
OGC SWE Sensor Observation Service specification that interacts with an RDF knowl-
edge base as its data repository. More specifically, it fully implements the core and trans-
actional profiles of the SOS standard for sensor and observation query and insertion,
annotating the SWE standard SensorML, O&M, and other SOS documents with entities
from standard Semantic Web ontologies. Figure 5.1 illustrates the structure of these
features.
The intent of SemSOS is, through the synergistic use of both SemanticWeb and Sen-
sorWeb standards, to facilitate sensor data interoperability by providing a clear glide-path
for the transition of traditional sensor producing and consuming clients to becomemore
semantically-aware. In service of this goal, SemSOS is a comformant SOS; Non-seman-
tically-enabled clients need not know anything about the Semantic Web or the details
of specific ontologies, and may continue to apply their own disambiguation and trans-
formation techniques. Conversely, the use of ontology references as annotations in the
SWE documents admits interoperability through ontological commitment with more
semantically-aware clients.
Beyond interoperability, the other major benefit of ontological commitment and use
of Semantic Web technologies is the ease with which reasoning can be performed over
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Figure 5.1 High Level Architeure
the data, due to uniformity of representation, richer representation, and available tool-
ing. Figure 5.2 highlights the ways in which SemSOS interacts with reasoning engines.
The balance of this chapter describes the various elements of the SemSOS architec-
ture, building up from the data to the interactions. The structure of the knowledge base
is described in §5.2, “Knowledge Base”. “Document Annotation” (§5.3) explains the anno-
tation of SWE data formats, while the implementation of SOS operations is described in
§5.4, “SemSOS Extensions”. Client interactions are detailed in §5.5, “Clients”, and “Rea-
soner Interaction” (§5.6) discusses affordances made for interactions with a reasoning
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engine.
5.2 Knowledge Base
The knowledge base is where SemSOS stores sensor and observation data andmetadata.
SemSOS uses as its knowledge base an RDF store (often called a triplestore after the sub-
ject, predicate, object triple of RDF). Before SemSOS is started, the RDF store is loaded
with the following ontologies (see §4.3 for a detailed discussion of each):
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• DUL,
• SSN Ontology,
• OWL-Time,
• WGS84, and
• MUOUCUM.
5.2.1 Organization
SemSOS organizes the data it stores into a set of named graphs. Named graphs are a
straightforward extension of the data model of RDF that allows a set of RDF statements
(a graph) to be grouped and referred to as a single entity via a URI identifier. Named
graphs are a useful concept within RDF stores as they function as a unit of access that
is coarser grained than the individual triples themselves, but finer than the entire data
store. SPARQL queries may be written so as to limit the scope of considered triples to
those within a given set of named graphs, effectively allowing for the partitioning of data
within the store such that properly scoped queries can executemore efficiently. SemSOS
leverages the scoping of SPARQL queries by named graphs to facilitate interaction with
external reasoning routines.
SemSOS can be configured for usage in several scenarios. In order to support these
use cases, SemSOS is careful to performallmutation operations against onenamed graph
URI, the insert graph, and all query operations in another, the reason graph. In a
simple use case, when SemSOS is not going to be interacting with a reasoner, the URI
for the insert graph will be the same as the URI for the stable graph. Thus, as
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depicted in Figure 5.3, SemSOS will insert new triples into the same graph as that from
which it answers queries. Applications of SemSOSwhich employ external reasoning will
utilize separate insert and stable graphs. In addition, for reasons of efficiency and
consistency, reasoners coordinating with SemSOS will often employ at least another
named graph, the reason graph, within the same RDF store, as shown in Figure 5.4. The
utility of this is that RDF stores often guarantee atomic adding, dropping, and moving
of triples between graphs. Thus an external reasoner can harvest all new triples from
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the insert graph, moving them to one or more reason graphs for processing, and
finally place them in the stable graph all while maintaining a consistent view of the
data with respect to SemSOS. The three graph reasoner workflow is discussed further in
§5.6, “Reasoner Interaction”.
SemSOS interacts with the knowledge base using SPARQL 1.1 over HTTP. The sep-
aration of the server from the hosting of the data model allows for the employment of
SemSOS in the manner of classic tiered web architectures, allowing the concomitant
benefits of data scalability, load-balancing, etc. SemSOS has been used in applications
whose data sizes exceeded the storage capability of basic single web severs (see §6.2).
5.2.2 Data Model
The data model used by SemSOS is designed using a number of widely used on-
tologies (each of which is discussed in §4.3). All sensor and observation data stored by
SemSOS is structured according to the SSNOntology. In addition to forming a solid basis
for structuring the data, this also allows for easy extension via relationships and concepts
aligned with DUL. OWL-Time andWGS84 ontologies are used to provide temporal and
spatial associations, respectively. TheMUOUCUM ontology provides relationships and
instances in the realm of physical quantities.
Figure 5.5 depicts an excerpt for a somewhat simplified view of the data model for
an example temperature sensor and a single observation made by it. In the figure, ssn
is a prefix for concepts from the SSN Ontology, physical-quantity for concepts from
MUOUCUM, owltime for concepts fromOWL-Time, and knoesis for the application's
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ssn:Sensor
ssn:Observation
ssn:SensingDevice
knoesis:temperature_sensor_01
knoesis:observation_01
knoesis:air
knoesis:resultTime_01
2008-04-02T13:44:15.000-04:00
knoesis:observation_01_output
6
physical-quantity:temperature
ssn:observes
ssn:hasOutput
DUL:hasDataValue
ssn:observationResult
ssn:featureOfInterest
ssn:observationResultTime
ssn:madeObservation
owltime:Instant
owltime:inXSDDateTime
physical-quantity:temperature:degree-Celsius
physical-quantity:referenceUnit
ssn:observedProperty
ssn:SensorOutput
Figure 5.5 Simplified View of a Temperature Sensor
specific data. It shows a single sensor, which is a ssn:SensingDevice , and therefore a
ssn:Sensor , and its relationship to a single observation (of type ssn:Observation and that
observation's output ( ssn:SensorOutput ). The observation has a result value of 6 degrees
Celsius, observes the feature of interest knoesis:air , and was observed at 12:44:15 PM
New York time on April 2nd of 2008.
5.3 Document Annotation
The SOS standard specifies requests and responses be encoded according to several XML
schemas. The InsertObservation operation takes as input a wrapped O&M document.
Similarly, the GetObservation operation returns an O&M XML document. RegisterSensor
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and DescribeSensor employ wrapped SensorML or TransducerML documents, and the
format of the GetCapabilities response is encoded as a SWE XML document. The issue is
that these are purely syntactic models; Syntactic models force all clients to derive their
own meaning from the arrangement of the information.
In order to export semantics while maintaining conformance with the SOS standard,
SemSOS makes use of a technique called semantic annotation. This is the procedure of
embedding links to model references (URIs) in the structure of XML documents. Rather
than merely an implicit, derived meaning due to syntactic structure, the tag is instead
imbued with the ontological commitment of the defined terminology. The XML docu-
ments presented in §5.4.1 as part of the running example are examples of the use ofmodel
reference (Listings 5.1, 5.7, 5.8, 5.10, 5.11, 5.15, 5.16, 5.20, 5.21, 5.23).
Thismodel reference through annotation iswhat allows the use of semantics by Sem-
SOS clients. Annotated SensorML,O&M, and other SWEXMLdocuments are consumed
by SemSOS's supported operations and returned as their results. Thus clients may either
process the documents syntactically, as traditional clients would, or make use of the
model references to explicate the information.
5.4 SemSOS Extensions
SemSOS is built as an extension to the 52North's Sensor Web community15 SOS16 server.
15 http://52north.org/communities/sensorweb
16 http://52north.org/communities/sensorweb/sos
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Figure 5.6 shows the high-level architecture of SemSOS. The architecture layers outlined
in grey denote the 52North SOS architecture, while the section outlined in blue shows the
extensions made by SemSOS.
The Visualization Layer shown in 5.6 is not part of the SOS itself, but rather cor-
responds to external clients that interact with the SOS. These can be either publishers
(sensors registering or inserting observations) or consumers of sensor data. Often these
are also other web services.
The Presentation Layer of 52North's architecture defines the SOS's interface to the
outside world. The default implementation has a Servlet interface that accepts requests
and communicates responses via HTTP. If another transport mechanism or protocol is
required, this level can be replaced without affecting the other layers of the SOS.
The next level is the Business Logic Layer, which receives requests from the Pre-
sentation Layer, handles them as appropriate, and returns a response. The Business
Logic Layer contains the logic for decoding requests and encoding responses. The main
entry-point from the Presentation Layer is the RequestOperator object, which validates
incoming requests, determines the type of request, and dispatches accordingly. Each
operation supported by the SOS (GetCapabilities, GetObservation, etc.) is embodied by a
Listener objectwhichhandles the corresponding incoming request (resp. GetCapabilities-
Listener, GetObservationListener, etc.). The Listener objects may be configured externally
during deployment of the service. The individual Listeners handle high-level translation
of the request into an internal format which is then used to query the respective object
in the Data Layer and compose the response.
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Figure 5.6 SemSOS Server Architeure
The final layer of the 52North architecture is the Data Layer. The Data Layer is an
abstraction of a sensor data source through Data Access Objects (DAOs). Each DAO
represents a particular interface to the sensor data from the point of view of one of the
SOS's operations. For each Listener object in the Business Logic Layer, there is a corre-
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sponding DAO object in the Data Layer (e.g., GetCapabilitiesDAO, GetObservationDAO,
etc.). The DAO objects are used by their respective Listener objects to obtain the data
pertaining to a query. The abstraction provided by the DAOs and the Data Layer is what
allows the 52North's SOS implementation to be easily adapted to new sources of sensor
data. For each operation that must be supported, all that is required is a new DAO that
works with the data source. The default implementation shipped with 52North uses a
PostGIS database with a custom database schema to store observation data, while sensor
descriptions are stored either in the database or on the file system in XML files (using
SensorML or TransducerML).
SemSOS consists of the standard 52NorthPresentation andBusiness Logic Layers and
a customData Layer. The SemSOSData Layer uses an RDF store, structured as described
in §5.2, “Knowledge Base”. It is the replacement of this layer of the 52North architecure
that endows SemSOS with the ability to perform rich reasoning and querying.
5.4.1 Operations
TheData Layer consists of aDAO for each SOS operation supported by the SOS instance,
as well as any attendant helper code. SemSOS supports both the core profile, consisting
of the GetCapabilities, DescribeSensor and GetObservation operations, and the transac-
tional profile, which comprises the RegisterSensor and InsertObservation operations. As
Figure 5.7 shows, the core profile is query-based in nature and used by clients wishing
to obtain sensor and observation information, while the transactional profile is used to
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insert sensor data by or on behalf of sensors. In addition, a RefreshMetadata operation
is provided for the purposes of knowledge base collaboration with reasoning engines.
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Figure 5.7 SemSOS Client Profiles
The following sections describe the operations individually. Additionally, along with
each operation, example listings are presented of the incoming XML requests, ensuing
SPARQL queries, and the resultant XML response. The templates that are used to pre-
pare the SPARQL queries used by SemSOS can be found in Appendix A. For brevity, all
SPARQL queries presented in this chapter have had the Prefix clauses removed; they are
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all assumed to be as specified by the template given in Listing A.2, “Prefixes Template”.
The listings form a running example beginningwith an empty SemSOS instance. The
example starts by inserting a sensor in §5.4.1.1, “RegisterSensor” and then retrieving that
sensor's description in “DescribeSensor”, (§5.4.1.2). Next, a pair of observations is inserted
in a single request in “InsertObservation” (§5.4.1.3). The listings in §5.4.1.4, “GetCapabil-
ities”, exhibit the capabilities available in SemSOS after the registration of the sensor
and insertion of its observations. §5.4.1.5, “GetObservation”, presents several examples
of the filtering functionality of theGetObservation operation. Finally, “RefreshMetadata”
(5.4.1.6) tenders a discussion of the RefreshMetadata operation.
5.4.1.1 RegisterSensor
RegisterSensor is part of the SOS transactional profile. The RegisterSensor request is para-
meterized by a description of the procedure (sensor) as given by a SensorMLorTransduc-
erML document. The provided document is serialized and stored directly in the knowl-
edge base to be used to fulfill DescribeSensor requests (Cf. §5.4.1.2, “DescribeSensor”).
Additionally, information is harvested from the request and the sensor is inserted into
the repository:
• If the sensor's ID is provided, it is used, else one is assigned.
• The observed properties (phenomena) are collected and annotations made to
reference them from the sensor.
• The offerings to which the sensor belong are found, created if necessary, and
linked to the sensor.
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The ID of the sensor (as a URI) is returned in the RegisterSensor response.
Listing 5.1 presents an example sensor registration request. Lines 16-165 of the request
document comprise the embedded SensorML document that is the operation's main
parameterization.
Listing 5.1 (Example RegisterSensor XML Request)
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <RegisterSensor service="SOS" version="1.0.0"
3 xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0" xmlns:swe="http://www.opengis.net/swe/1.0.1"
4 xmlns:ows="http://www.opengeospatial.net/ows" xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink"
5 xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml" xmlns:ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc"
6 xmlns:om="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0" xmlns:sml="http://www.opengis.net/sensorML/1.0.1"
7 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
8 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0
9 http://schemas.opengis.net/sos/1.0.0/sosRegisterSensor.xsd
10 http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0
11 http://schemas.opengis.net/om/1.0.0/extensions/observationSpecialization_override.xsd">
12
13 <!--
14 Sensor Description parameter; Currently, this has to be a sml:System
15 -->
16 <SensorDescription>
17
18 <sml:SensorML version="1.0.1">
19 <sml:member>
20 <sml:System xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
21
22 <!--sml:identification element must contain the ID of the sensor-->
23 <sml:identification>
24 <sml:IdentifierList>
25 <sml:identifier>
26 <sml:Term definition="urn:ogc:def:identifier:OGC:uniqueID">
27 <sml:value>http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01
28 </sml:value>
29 </sml:Term>
30 </sml:identifier>
31 </sml:IdentifierList>
32 </sml:identification>
33
34 <!--
35 sml:capabilities element has to contain status and mobility
36 information
37 -->
38 <sml:capabilities>
39 <swe:SimpleDataRecord>
40 <!--
41 status indicates, whether sensor is collecting data at
42 the moment (true) or not (false)
43 -->
44 <swe:field name="status">
45 <swe:Boolean>
46 <swe:value>true</swe:value>
47 </swe:Boolean>
48 </swe:field>
49 <!--
50 status indicates, whether sensor is mobile (true) or
51 fixed (false)
52 -->
53 <swe:field name="mobile">
54 <swe:Boolean>
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55 <swe:value>false</swe:value>
56 </swe:Boolean>
57 </swe:field>
58 </swe:SimpleDataRecord>
59 </sml:capabilities>
60
61 <!-- last measured position of sensor -->
62 <sml:position name="sensorPosition">
63 <swe:Position referenceFrame="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4326">
64 <swe:location>
65 <swe:Vector gml:id="STATION_LOCATION">
66 <swe:coordinate name="easting">
67 <swe:Quantity axisID="x">
68 <swe:uom code="degree" />
69 <swe:value>7.52</swe:value>
70 </swe:Quantity>
71 </swe:coordinate>
72 <swe:coordinate name="northing">
73 <swe:Quantity axisID="y">
74 <swe:uom code="degree" />
75 <swe:value>52.90</swe:value>
76 </swe:Quantity>
77 </swe:coordinate>
78 <swe:coordinate name="altitude">
79 <swe:Quantity axisID="z">
80 <swe:uom code="m" />
81 <swe:value>52.0</swe:value>
82 </swe:Quantity>
83 </swe:coordinate>
84 </swe:Vector>
85 </swe:location>
86 </swe:Position>
87 </sml:position>
88
89 <!-- list containing the input phenomena for this sensor system -->
90 <sml:inputs>
91 <sml:InputList>
92 <sml:input name="Temperature">
93 <swe:ObservableProperty
94 definition="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature" />
95 </sml:input>
96 </sml:InputList>
97 </sml:inputs>
98
99 <!--
100 list containing the output phenomena of this sensor system;
101 ATTENTION: these phenomena are parsed and inserted into the
102 database; they have to contain offering elements to
103 determine the correct offering for the sensors and measured
104 phenomena
105 -->
106 <sml:outputs>
107 <sml:OutputList>
108 <sml:output name="Temperature">
109 <swe:Quantity definition="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature">
110 <gml:metaDataProperty>
111 <offering>
112 <id>http://knoesis.org#sample_offering</id>
113 <name>My Offering Name</name>
114 </offering>
115 </gml:metaDataProperty>
116 <swe:uom code="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/unit/temperature/degree-Celsius" />
117 </swe:Quantity>
118 </sml:output>
119 </sml:OutputList>
120 </sml:outputs>
121
122 <!--
123 description of components of this sensor system; these are
124 currently not used by the 52N SOS
125 -->
126 <sml:components>
127 <sml:ComponentList>
128 <sml:component name="Temperature">
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129 <sml:Component>
130 <sml:identification>
131 <sml:IdentifierList>
132 <sml:identifier>
133 <sml:Term definition="urn:ogc:def:identifier:OGC:uniqueID">
134 <sml:value>http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature
135 </sml:value>
136 </sml:Term>
137 </sml:identifier>
138 </sml:IdentifierList>
139 </sml:identification>
140 <sml:inputs>
141 <sml:InputList>
142 <sml:input name="Temperature">
143 <swe:ObservableProperty
144 definition="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature" />
145 </sml:input>
146 </sml:InputList>
147 </sml:inputs>
148 <sml:outputs>
149 <sml:OutputList>
150 <sml:output name="Temperature">
151 <swe:Quantity
152 definition="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature">
153 <swe:uom code="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/unit/temperature/degree-Celsius" />
154 </swe:Quantity>
155 </sml:output>
156 </sml:OutputList>
157 </sml:outputs>
158 </sml:Component>
159 </sml:component>
160 </sml:ComponentList>
161 </sml:components>
162 </sml:System>
163 </sml:member>
164 </sml:SensorML>
165 </SensorDescription>
166
167 <!--
168 ObservationTemplate parameter; this has to be an empty measurement
169 at the moment, as the 52N SOS only supports Measurements to be
170 inserted
171 -->
172 <ObservationTemplate>
173 <om:Measurement>
174 <om:samplingTime />
175 <om:procedure />
176 <om:observedProperty />
177 <om:featureOfInterest></om:featureOfInterest>
178 <om:result uom=""></om:result>
179 </om:Measurement>
180 </ObservationTemplate>
181
182 </RegisterSensor>
SemSOSwill execute a number of SPARQLmodification statements inside an atomic
transaction depending on the data already present in the knowledge base. The state-
ments in Listings 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 will always be executed to insert, respectively:
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• the main sensor data (platform data on lines 5-8 & 13-16, encoded SensorML
document on lines 10-11, and location data on lines 18-22),
• the sensor's link to its observed property, and
• the sensor's link to the offering in which it is contained.
Listing 5.2 (Example RegisterSensor SPARQL Statement #1)
1 INSERT DATA{
2
3 GRAPH <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/new> {
4
5 <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01>
6 a ssn:SensingDevice ;
7 ssn:onPlatform <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_platform> ;
8 semsos:sml_attachment <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_sml> .
9
10 <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_sml>
11 DUL:hasDataValue "=?UTF-8?B?PND...<several hundred base-64 encoded characters>...9yTUw+?="^^xsd:base64Binary .
12
13 <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_platform>
14 a ssn:Platform ;
15 ssn:attachedSystem <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01> ;
16 DUL:hasLocation <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_platform_location> .
17
18 <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_platform_location>
19 a wgs84:Point ;
20 wgs84:lat "7.52"^^xsd:float ;
21 wgs84:long "52.9"^^xsd:float ;
22 wgs84:alt "52.0"^^xsd:float .
23
24 }
25
26 }
Listing 5.3 (Example RegisterSensor SPARQL Statement #2)
1 INSERT DATA{
2
3 GRAPH <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/new> {
4
5 <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01> ssn:observes <http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature> .
6
7 }
8
9 }
Listing 5.4 (Example RegisterSensor SPARQL Statement #3)
1 INSERT DATA{
2
3 GRAPH <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/new> {
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4
5 <http://knoesis.org#sample_offering> semsos:hasSubSystem <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01> .
6
7 }
8
9 }
Listing 5.5 is performed if the corresponding observed property is not already present
in the knowledgebase.
Listing 5.5 (Example RegisterSensor SPARQL Statement #4)
1 INSERT DATA{
2
3 GRAPH <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/new> {
4
5 <http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature>
6 a ssn:Property ;
7 DUL:isClassifiedBy <http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/unit/temperature/degree-Celsius> .
8
9 }
10
11 }
Listing 5.6 is executed if the corresponding offering is not already in the knowledge-
base.
Listing 5.6 (Example RegisterSensor SPARQL Statement #5)
1 INSERT DATA{
2
3 GRAPH <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/new> {
4
5 semsos:Offering rdfs:subClassOf ssn:System .
6
7 <http://knoesis.org#sample_offering>
8 a semsos:Offering ;
9 semsos:hasOfferingName "My Offering Name"^^xsd:string .
10
11 }
12
13 }
The result document that is the response to the sensor registration request is given
by Listing 5.7.
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Listing 5.7 (Example RegisterSensor XML Response)
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <sos:RegisterSensorResponse
3 xmlns:sos="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"
4 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
5 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0 http://schemas.opengis.net/sos/1.0.0/sosAll.xsd">
6 <sos:AssignedSensorId>http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01</sos:AssignedSensorId>
7 </sos:RegisterSensorResponse>
5.4.1.2 DescribeSensor
DescribeSensor is a member of the core profile of SOS. The DescribeSensor operation is
parameterized by a sensor's ID (as found in the GetCapabilities document) and allows
the client to request specific metadata regarding a sensor. While SemSOS stores some
information regarding the sensor in its knowledge base using SSN Ontology assertions,
it also stores the full serialized text of the SensorML or TransducerML document that is
provided when the sensor is registered (Cf. §5.4.1.1, “RegisterSensor”). The document is
unserialized and returned in response to a DescribeSensor request.
Listings 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10 show, respectively, the DescribeSensor XML request, the
SPARQL query into which the request is transformed, and the generated XML result
document. Note that the SensorML document in Listing 5.10 is exactly the one that was
embedded by the RegisterSensor request of Listing 5.1.
Listing 5.8 (Example DescribeSensor XML Request)
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <DescribeSensor version="1.0.0" service="SOS"
3 xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"
4 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
5 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0
6 http://schemas.opengis.net/sos/1.0.0/sosDescribeSensor.xsd"
7 outputFormat="text/xml;subtype=&quot;sensorML/1.0.1&quot;">
8
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9 <procedure>http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01</procedure>
10
11 </DescribeSensor>
Listing 5.9 (Example DescribeSensor SPARQL Query)
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?encodedSML
2 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/new>
3 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/reason>
4 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations>
5 WHERE{
6 <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01> semsos:sml_attachment ?sml .
7 ?sml DUL:hasDataValue ?encodedSML .
8 }
Listing 5.10 (Example DescribeSensor XML Response)
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
2 <sml:SensorML xmlns:sml="http://www.opengis.net/sensorML/1.0.1" xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"
3 xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml" xmlns:ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc"
4 xmlns:om="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0" xmlns:ows="http://www.opengeospatial.net/ows"
5 xmlns:swe="http://www.opengis.net/swe/1.0.1" xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink"
6 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" version="1.0.1">
7 <sml:member>
8 <sml:System>
9 <!--sml:identification element must contain the ID of the sensor-->
10 <sml:identification>
11 <sml:IdentifierList>
12 <sml:identifier>
13 <sml:Term definition="urn:ogc:def:identifier:OGC:uniqueID">
14 <sml:value>http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01</sml:value>
15 </sml:Term>
16 </sml:identifier>
17 </sml:IdentifierList>
18 </sml:identification>
19 <!--sml:capabilities element has to contain status and mobility
20 information-->
21 <sml:capabilities>
22 <swe:SimpleDataRecord>
23 <!--status indicates, whether sensor is collecting data at
24 the moment (true) or not (false)-->
25 <swe:field name="status">
26 <swe:Boolean>
27 <swe:value>true</swe:value>
28 </swe:Boolean>
29 </swe:field>
30 <!--status indicates, whether sensor is mobile (true) or
31 fixed (false)-->
32 <swe:field name="mobile">
33 <swe:Boolean>
34 <swe:value>false</swe:value>
35 </swe:Boolean>
36 </swe:field>
37 </swe:SimpleDataRecord>
38 </sml:capabilities>
39 <!--last measured position of sensor-->
40 <sml:position name="sensorPosition">
41 <swe:Position referenceFrame="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4326">
42 <swe:location>
43 <swe:Vector gml:id="STATION_LOCATION">
44 <swe:coordinate name="easting">
45 <swe:Quantity axisID="x">
46 <swe:uom code="degree"/>
47 <swe:value>7.52</swe:value>
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48 </swe:Quantity>
49 </swe:coordinate>
50 <swe:coordinate name="northing">
51 <swe:Quantity axisID="y">
52 <swe:uom code="degree"/>
53 <swe:value>52.90</swe:value>
54 </swe:Quantity>
55 </swe:coordinate>
56 <swe:coordinate name="altitude">
57 <swe:Quantity axisID="z">
58 <swe:uom code="m"/>
59 <swe:value>52.0</swe:value>
60 </swe:Quantity>
61 </swe:coordinate>
62 </swe:Vector>
63 </swe:location>
64 </swe:Position>
65 </sml:position>
66 <!--list containing the input phenomena for this sensor system-->
67 <sml:inputs>
68 <sml:InputList>
69 <sml:input name="Temperature">
70 <swe:ObservableProperty definition="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature"/>
71 </sml:input>
72 </sml:InputList>
73 </sml:inputs>
74 <!--list containing the output phenomena of this sensor system;
75 ATTENTION: these phenomena are parsed and inserted into the
76 database; they have to contain offering elements to
77 determine the correct offering for the sensors and measured
78 phenomena-->
79 <sml:outputs>
80 <sml:OutputList>
81 <sml:output name="Temperature">
82 <swe:Quantity definition="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature">
83 <gml:metaDataProperty>
84 <offering>
85 <id>http://knoesis.org#sample_offering</id>
86 <name>My Offering Name</name>
87 </offering>
88 </gml:metaDataProperty>
89 <swe:uom code="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/unit/temperature/degree-Celsius"/>
90 </swe:Quantity>
91 </sml:output>
92 </sml:OutputList>
93 </sml:outputs>
94 <!--description of components of this sensor system; these are
95 currently not used by the 52N SOS-->
96 <sml:components>
97 <sml:ComponentList>
98 <sml:component name="Temperature">
99 <sml:Component>
100 <sml:identification>
101 <sml:IdentifierList>
102 <sml:identifier>
103 <sml:Term definition="urn:ogc:def:identifier:OGC:uniqueID">
104 <sml:value>http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature</sml:value>
105 </sml:Term>
106 </sml:identifier>
107 </sml:IdentifierList>
108 </sml:identification>
109 <sml:inputs>
110 <sml:InputList>
111 <sml:input name="Temperature">
112 <swe:ObservableProperty definition="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature"/>
113 </sml:input>
114 </sml:InputList>
115 </sml:inputs>
116 <sml:outputs>
117 <sml:OutputList>
118 <sml:output name="Temperature">
119 <swe:Quantity definition="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature">
120 <swe:uom code="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/unit/temperature/degree-Celsius"/>
121 </swe:Quantity>
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122 </sml:output>
123 </sml:OutputList>
124 </sml:outputs>
125 </sml:Component>
126 </sml:component>
127 </sml:ComponentList>
128 </sml:components>
129 </sml:System>
130 </sml:member>
131 </sml:SensorML>
5.4.1.3 InsertObservation
The InsertObservation operation is a member of the SOS transactional profile. InsertO-
bservation is parameterized by the ID of the sensor for which the observation is being
inserted. Moreover, it contains an O&M document which describes an observation col-
lection that includes:
• the sampling time(s),
• the observed properties,
• any features of interest, and
• the result(s).
The model references embedded in O&M document are used to insert the observa-
tion into the knowledgebase.
Listing 5.11 shows the incoming XML document. The sampling time coverage is spec-
ified by lines 16-21. Line 23 denotes the sensor to which this observation belongs. Lines
25-32 describe the observed properties, and 34-48 describe the observed features. The
balance of the request contains the encoding of a pair of observations, the second of
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which is an example of an observation with no result data (perhaps the result of a sensor
or communication failure).
Listing 5.11 (Example InsertObservation XML Request)
1 <InsertObservation xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"
2 xmlns:ows="http://www.opengis.net/ows/1.1" xmlns:ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc"
3 xmlns:om="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0" xmlns:sos="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"
4 xmlns:sa="http://www.opengis.net/sampling/1.0" xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"
5 xmlns:swe="http://www.opengis.net/swe/1.0.1" xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink"
6 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
7 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0 http://schemas.opengis.net/sos/1.0.0/sosInsert.xsd
8 http://www.opengis.net/sampling/1.0 http://schemas.opengis.net/sampling/1.0.0/sampling.xsd
9 http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0 http://schemas.opengis.net/om/1.0.0/extensions/observationSpecialization_override.xsd"
10 service="SOS" version="1.0.0">
11
12 <AssignedSensorId>http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01</AssignedSensorId>
13
14 <om:Observation>
15
16 <om:samplingTime>
17 <gml:TimePeriod xsi:type="gml:TimePeriodType">
18 <gml:beginPosition>2008-04-03T04:44:15+11:00</gml:beginPosition>
19 <gml:endPosition>2008-04-03T04:46:15+11:00</gml:endPosition>
20 </gml:TimePeriod>
21 </om:samplingTime>
22
23 <om:procedure xlink:href="http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01" />
24
25 <om:observedProperty>
26 <swe:CompositePhenomenon gml:id="cpid0"
27 dimension="1">
28 <gml:name>resultComponents</gml:name>
29 <swe:component xlink:href="urn:ogc:data:time:iso8601" />
30 <swe:component xlink:href="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature" />
31 </swe:CompositePhenomenon>
32 </om:observedProperty>
33
34 <om:featureOfInterest>
35 <gml:FeatureCollection>
36 <gml:featureMember>
37 <sa:SamplingPoint gml:id="http://knoesis.org#air">
38 <gml:name>Air</gml:name>
39 <sa:sampledFeature xlink:href="http://knoesis.org#air" />
40 <sa:position>
41 <gml:Point>
42 <gml:pos srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4326">147.33 -42.91 1.2</gml:pos>
43 </gml:Point>
44 </sa:position>
45 </sa:SamplingPoint>
46 </gml:featureMember>
47 </gml:FeatureCollection>
48 </om:featureOfInterest>
49
50 <om:result>
51 <swe:DataArray>
52
53 <swe:elementCount>
54 <swe:Count>
55 <swe:value>2</swe:value>
56 </swe:Count>
57 </swe:elementCount>
58
59 <swe:elementType name="Components">
60 <swe:SimpleDataRecord>
61 <swe:field name="Time">
62 <swe:Time definition="urn:ogc:data:time:iso8601" />
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63 </swe:field>
64 <swe:field name="feature">
65 <swe:Text definition="urn:ogc:data:feature" />
66 </swe:field>
67 <swe:field name="Temperature">
68 <swe:Quantity
69 definition="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature">
70 <swe:uom code="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/unit/temperature/degree-Celsius" />
71 </swe:Quantity>
72 </swe:field>
73 </swe:SimpleDataRecord>
74 </swe:elementType>
75
76 <swe:encoding>
77 <swe:TextBlock decimalSeparator="."
78 tokenSeparator="," blockSeparator=";" />
79 </swe:encoding>
80
81 <swe:values>
82 2008-04-03T04:44:15+11,http://knoesis.org#air,6.0;2008-04-03T04:46:15+11,http://knoesis.org#air,noData;
83 </swe:values>
84
85 </swe:DataArray>
86 </om:result>
87 </om:Observation>
88 </InsertObservation>
Listing 5.12 shows the encoding of one of the observation's insertion into a SPARQL
Insert statement. TheWhere clause (lines 30-43) assures that each observation is given a
unique identifier as specified by the SOS standard.
Listing 5.12 (Example InsertObservation SPARQL Statement #1)
1 INSERT {
2
3 GRAPH <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/new> {
4
5 <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01>
6 ssn:madeObservation <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_observation_d7a45791-a733-4d57-801c-a7dd6aa7c49f> ;
7 ssn:hasOutput <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_observation_d7a45791-a733-4d57-801c-a7dd6aa7c49foutput> .
8
9 <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_observation_d7a45791-a733-4d57-801c-a7dd6aa7c49f>
10 a ssn:Observation ;
11 semsos:observationId ?next ;
12 ssn:observedBy <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01> ;
13 ssn:featureOfInterest <http://knoesis.org#air> ;
14 ssn:observedProperty <http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature> ;
15 ssn:observationResult <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_observation_d7a45791-a733-4d57-801c-a7dd6aa7c49foutput> ;
16 ssn:observationResultTime <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_observation_d7a45791-a733-4d57-801c-a7dd6aa7c49f_rTime> .
17
18 <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_observation_d7a45791-a733-4d57-801c-a7dd6aa7c49foutput>
19 a ssn:SensorOutput ;
20 ssn:isProducedBy <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01> ;
21 DUL:hasDataValue "6.0"^^xsd:float .
22
23 <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_observation_d7a45791-a733-4d57-801c-a7dd6aa7c49f_rTime>
24 a owl-time:Instant ;
25 owl-time:inXSDDateTime "2008-04-02T13:44:15.000-04:00"^^xsd:dateTime .
26
27 }
28
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29 }
30 WHERE{
31 {
32 SELECT ((MAX(?number) + 1) AS ?next)
33 WHERE{
34 {
35 ?x semsos:observationId ?number .
36 }
37 UNION
38 {
39 BIND (0 AS ?number)
40 }
41 }
42 }
43 }
Listing 5.13 gives an example of the way in which observed feature are created.
Listing 5.13 (Example InsertObservation SPARQL Statement #2)
1 INSERT DATA{
2
3 GRAPH <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/new> {
4
5 <http://knoesis.org#air>
6 a ssn:FeatureOfInterest ;
7 semsos:featureName "Air"^^xsd:string ;
8 DUL:hasLocation <http://knoesis.org#air_location> .
9
10 <http://knoesis.org#air_location>
11 a wgs84:Point ;
12 wgs84:lat "147.33"^^xsd:float ;
13 wgs84:long "-42.91"^^xsd:float ;
14 wgs84:alt "1.2"^^xsd:float .
15
16 }
17
18 }
To retrieve the newly generated observation identifier for the result document, the
query in Listing 5.14 is executed.
Listing 5.14 (Example InsertObservation SPARQL Statement #3)
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?oid
2 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/new>
3 WHERE{
4 <http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_observation_d7a45791-a733-4d57-801c-a7dd6aa7c49f> semsos:observationId ?oid .
5 }
The response document is given by listing 5.15.
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Listing 5.15 (Example InsertObservation XML Response)
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <sos:InsertObservationResponse xmlns:sos="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0">
3 <sos:AssignedObservationId>o_2</sos:AssignedObservationId>
4 </sos:InsertObservationResponse>
5.4.1.4 GetCapabilities
TheGetCapabilities operation is specified by the SOS core profile, and provides ameans to
access the service metadata for the SOS system. This service metadata includes not only
information about the service itself (its normative address, service name, provider, etc.),
but more importantly descriptions of the types of information served by the rest of the
service calls. Included are the supported functions of the service, filtering capabilities,
and offerings. Further, each of these is parameterized by the valid values, ranges, and
query operations supported by them.
The various service metadata largely comprises data summarized or aggregated over
all the sensor and observation data. For example, each procedure (sensor) listed in the
body of the GetCapabilities document contains information about all observed proper-
ties sensed, all features that are the target of observations, and valid time ranges. All
these components must be aggregated from the potentially vast number of observations
made by the sensor. As such, the construction of the document over large data sets, like
LinkedSensorData and LinkedObservationData (described in §6.2), can be very costly.
For performance reasons, SemSOS caches various summarized attributes needed by
the GetCapabilities query. Upon startup all cached attributes are derived from a series
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of queries over the knowledge base. As a part of operations which modify the knowl-
edge base (RegisterSensor and InsertObservation), appropriate cached data for the new
or modified sensor or observation and their accompanying properties are regenerated.
Additionally, if the knowledge base is modified by an external process, then SemSOS
must be informed (as described in §5.4.1.6, “RefreshMetadata”).
Listing 5.16 provides a sampleGetCapabilities request. This request asks only for offer-
ing metadata (line 18). Lines 14-17 give examples of the other service metadata that may
be requested. They are commented out for this example, as this type of service metadata
is static for a particular install of SemSOS and does not influence the ensuing SPARQL
queries.
Listing 5.16 (Example GetCapabilities XML Request)
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <GetCapabilities xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"
3 xmlns:ows="http://www.opengis.net/ows/1.1" xmlns:ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc"
4 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
5 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0
6 http://schemas.opengis.net/sos/1.0.0/sosGetCapabilities.xsd"
7 service="SOS">
8
9 <ows:AcceptVersions>
10 <ows:Version>1.0.0</ows:Version>
11 </ows:AcceptVersions>
12
13 <ows:Sections>
14 <!-- <ows:Section>OperationsMetadata</ows:Section> -->
15 <!-- <ows:Section>ServiceIdentification</ows:Section>-->
16 <!-- <ows:Section>ServiceProvider</ows:Section>-->
17 <!-- <ows:Section>Filter_Capabilities</ows:Section>-->
18 <ows:Section>Contents</ows:Section>
19 </ows:Sections>
20
21 </GetCapabilities>
Although much of the GetCapabilities response is taken from run-time cached meta-
data, the queries in Listings 5.17, 5.18, and 5.19 are used for each GetCapabilities response
to compute offering spatial envelopes, temporal envelopes, and features of interest, re-
spectively.
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Listing 5.17 (Example GetCapabilities SPARQL Query #1)
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?offering ?loctype ?lat ?long ?elevation
2 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/new>
3 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/reason>
4 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations>
5 WHERE{
6 ?offering a semsos:Offering .
7 ?offering semsos:hasSubSystem ?component .
8 ?component ssn:onPlatform ?plat .
9 ?plat DUL:hasLocation ?loc .
10 ?loc a ?loctype .
11 ?loc a wgs84:Point .
12 ?loc wgs84:lat ?lat .
13 ?loc wgs84:long ?long .
14 ?loc wgs84:alt ?elevation .
15 }
Listing 5.18 (Example GetCapabilities SPARQL Query #2)
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?offering ?mindate ?maxdate
2 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/new>
3 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/reason>
4 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations>
5 WHERE{
6 ?offering
7 a semsos:Offering ;
8 semsos:hasSubSystem ?minDateSensor ;
9 semsos:hasSubSystem ?maxDateSensor .
10
11 FILTER(true ) .
12
13 ?minDateSensor ssn:madeObservation ?minDateObs .
14 ?minDateObs ssn:observationResultTime ?minDateSampleTime .
15 ?minDateSampleTime owl-time:inXSDDateTime ?mindate .
16
17 ?maxDateSensor ssn:madeObservation ?maxDateObs .
18 ?maxDateObs ssn:observationResultTime ?maxDateSampleTime .
19 ?maxDateSampleTime owl-time:inXSDDateTime ?maxdate .
20
21 OPTIONAL {
22 ?offering semsos:hasSubSystem ?otherDateSensor .
23
24 ?otherDateSensor ssn:madeObservation ?otherDateObs .
25 ?otherDateObs ssn:observationResultTime ?otherDateSampleTime .
26 ?otherDateSampleTime owl-time:inXSDDateTime ?otherDate .
27
28 FILTER( (?otherDate < ?mindate) || (?otherDate > ?maxdate) ) .
29 } .
30
31 FILTER( !bound(?otherDate) ) .
32 }
Listing 5.19 (Example GetCapabilities SPARQL Query #3)
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?offering ?foi
2 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/new>
3 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/reason>
4 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations>
5 WHERE{
6 ?offering a semsos:Offering .
7 ?offering semsos:hasSubSystem ?proc .
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8 ?proc ssn:madeObservation ?obs .
9 ?obs ssn:featureOfInterest ?foi .
10 }
The capabilities for the running example are given by Listing 5.20. It contains a list of
contained offerings (line 7), of which there is only one in this example. For each offering,
the document will contain:
• a name (e.g., line 9),
• a spatial envelope (e.g., lines 10-15),
• a temporal envelope (e.g., lines 16-21),
• all associated sensors (e.g., line 22),
• all associated observed properties (e.g., line 23),
• all associated features of interest (e.g., line 24), and
• various SWE encoding options (e.g., lines 25-30).
Listing 5.20 (Example GetCapabilities XML Response)
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <sos:Capabilities version="1.0.0"
3 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0 http://schemas.opengis.net/sos/1.0.0/sosAll.xsd"
4 xmlns:sos="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
5 xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml" xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink">
6 <sos:Contents>
7 <sos:ObservationOfferingList>
8 <sos:ObservationOffering gml:id="http://knoesis.org#sample_offering">
9 <gml:name>My Offering Name</gml:name>
10 <gml:boundedBy>
11 <gml:Envelope srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4326">
12 <gml:lowerCorner>52.9 7.52</gml:lowerCorner>
13 <gml:upperCorner>52.9 7.52</gml:upperCorner>
14 </gml:Envelope>
15 </gml:boundedBy>
16 <sos:time>
17 <gml:TimePeriod xsi:type="gml:TimePeriodType">
18 <gml:beginPosition>2008-04-02T13:44:15.000-04:00</gml:beginPosition>
19 <gml:endPosition>2008-04-02T13:46:15.000-04:00</gml:endPosition>
20 </gml:TimePeriod>
21 </sos:time>
22 <sos:procedure xlink:href="http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01"/>
23 <sos:observedProperty xlink:href="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature"/>
24 <sos:featureOfInterest xlink:href="http://knoesis.org#air"/>
25 <sos:responseFormat>text/xml;subtype="om/1.0.0"</sos:responseFormat>
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26 <sos:responseFormat>application/zip</sos:responseFormat>
27 <sos:resultModel xmlns:ns="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0">ns:Observation</sos:resultModel>
28 <sos:resultModel xmlns:ns="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0">ns:Measurement</sos:resultModel>
29 <sos:responseMode>inline</sos:responseMode>
30 <sos:responseMode>resultTemplate</sos:responseMode>
31 </sos:ObservationOffering>
32 </sos:ObservationOfferingList>
33 </sos:Contents>
34 </sos:Capabilities>
5.4.1.5 GetObservation
GetObservationbelongs to SOS's core profile. GetObservation is in some sense, thenucleus
of the SOS specification (it is after all a Sensor Observation Service). The operation is a
sophisticated query operation over the stored observationswithmany possible filters and
parameters, which returns a collection of observations which meet the specified criteria.
The filter parameters, all of which are optional, include:
• the offering to which the sensor making the observation belongs,
• a list of identifiers of the sensors making the observations (observation's sensor
must match one of the identifiers),
• a list of features of interest about which observations were made (observation's
observed features must match at least one),
• a list of observed properties (phenomena) about which observations were made
(observation's observed properties must match at least one),
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• a list of temporal filters (ranges, intersections, overlaps, instants, etc) describing
the sampling time of observations (observations must satisfy one of the filters),
and
• a list of result filters that comprise arithmetic comparisons against the observa-
tion's numerical value (all of which must be satisfied).
The result document contains:
• a sampling time period which describes the range of time that encapsulates all
returned observations,
• a geographic boundarywhich denotes an (not necessarilyminimal) area inwhich
all returned observations took place,
• a list of the sensors whose observations met the specified criteria, each of which
contains:
− a list of the observations made by the sensor meeting the criteria, each of
which contains:
⋆ any associated features,
⋆ the sampling time,
⋆ observed properties,
⋆ the observation result, and
⋆ the observation identifier.
Listing 5.21 presents a GetObservation query that filters observations only by offering
(line 12) and observed properties (lines 13-14).
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Listing 5.21 (Example GetObservation XML Request)
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <GetObservation xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"
3 xmlns:ows="http://www.opengis.net/ows/1.1"
4 xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"
5 xmlns:ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc"
6 xmlns:om="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0"
7 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
8 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0
9 http://schemas.opengis.net/sos/1.0.0/sosGetObservation.xsd"
10 service="SOS" version="1.0.0" srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4326">
11
12 <offering>http://knoesis.org#sample_offering</offering>
13 <observedProperty>http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature</observedProperty>
14 <observedProperty>http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/pressure</observedProperty>
15 <responseFormat>text/xml;subtype=&quot;om/1.0.0&quot;</responseFormat>
16
17 </GetObservation>
The SPARQL query in Listing 5.22 shows the transformation of the request. The
offering filter can be seen in line 10, while lines 35-36 show the observed property filters.
The various empty filter clauses (lines 12,26,52, and 57) are where other GetObservation
filters would go if specified by the request.
Listing 5.22 (Example GetObservation SPARQL Query)
1 SELECT DISTINCT ?offering ?sensor ?obs ?oid ?foi ?foiName ?date ?property
2 ?value (DATATYPE(?value) as ?dataType) ?uom ?loc ?lat ?lon ?elevation
3 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/new>
4 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations/reason>
5 FROM <http://knoesis.org/semsos/observations>
6 WHERE{
7 ?offering
8 semsos:hasSubSystem ?sensor .
9
10 FILTER( ?offering = <http://knoesis.org#sample_offering> ) .
11
12 FILTER(true ) .
13
14 ?sensor
15 ssn:onPlatform ?platform ;
16 ssn:madeObservation ?obs .
17
18 OPTIONAL {
19 ?obs
20 ssn:featureOfInterest ?foi .
21 ?foi
22 semsos:featureName ?foiName ;
23 DUL:hasLocation ?foiLoc .
24 }
25
26 FILTER(true ) .
27
28 ?obs
29 a ssn:Observation ;
30 semsos:observationId ?oid ;
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31 ssn:observedProperty ?property ;
32 ssn:observationResult ?output ;
33 ssn:observationResultTime ?resultTime .
34
35 FILTER( ( ?property = <http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature> )
36 || ( ?property = <http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/pressure> ) ) .
37
38 ?property
39 DUL:isClassifiedBy ?uom .
40
41 ?resultTime
42 owl-time:inXSDDateTime ?date .
43 {
44 SELECT (MAX(?otherDate) AS ?maxdate)
45 WHERE{
46 ?sensor ssn:madeObservation ?otherObs .
47 ?otherObs ssn:observationResultTime ?otherResultTime .
48 ?otherResultTime owl-time:inXSDDateTime ?otherDate .
49 }
50 }
51
52 FILTER(true ) .
53
54 ?output
55 DUL:hasDataValue ?value .
56
57 FILTER(true ) .
58
59 ?platform
60 DUL:hasLocation ?loc .
61
62 ?loc
63 rdf:type ?locType ;
64 wgs84:lat ?lat ;
65 wgs84:long ?lon ;
66 wgs84:alt ?elevation .
67 }
Listing 5.23 gives the result of the observation request. An overall temporal envelope
is given in lines 9-14. For each member of the observation collection, there is also a
temporal envelope (lines 17-22), a reference to the generating sensor (line 23), descriptions
of observed properties (24-30) and features (31-44), and results (lines 46-72).
Listing 5.23 (Example GetObservation XML Response)
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <om:ObservationCollection xmlns:om="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0" xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"
3 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink"
4 xmlns:swe="http://www.opengis.net/swe/1.0.1" xmlns:sa="http://www.opengis.net/sampling/1.0"
5 gml:id="oc_0"
6 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0 http://schemas.opengis.net/om/1.0.0/om.xsd
7 http://www.opengis.net/sampling/1.0
8 http://schemas.opengis.net/sampling/1.0.0/sampling.xsd">
9 <gml:boundedBy>
10 <gml:Envelope srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4326">
11 <gml:lowerCorner>52.9 7.52</gml:lowerCorner>
12 <gml:upperCorner>52.9 7.52</gml:upperCorner>
13 </gml:Envelope>
14 </gml:boundedBy>
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15 <om:member>
16 <om:Observation gml:id="ot_http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01_observation_b674b9ec-be33-4142-a59d-1a2ca5ba30af">
17 <om:samplingTime>
18 <gml:TimePeriod xsi:type="gml:TimePeriodType">
19 <gml:beginPosition>2008-04-02T13:44:15.000-04:00</gml:beginPosition>
20 <gml:endPosition>2008-04-02T13:46:15.000-04:00</gml:endPosition>
21 </gml:TimePeriod>
22 </om:samplingTime>
23 <om:procedure xlink:href="http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01"/>
24 <om:observedProperty>
25 <swe:CompositePhenomenon gml:id="cpid0" dimension="1">
26 <gml:name>resultComponents</gml:name>
27 <swe:component xlink:href="urn:ogc:data:time:iso8601"/>
28 <swe:component xlink:href="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature"/>
29 </swe:CompositePhenomenon>
30 </om:observedProperty>
31 <om:featureOfInterest>
32 <gml:FeatureCollection>
33 <gml:featureMember>
34 <sa:SamplingPoint gml:id="http://knoesis.org#air">
35 <gml:name>Air</gml:name>
36 <sa:position>
37 <gml:Point>
38 <gml:pos srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4326">52.9 7.52</gml:pos>
39 </gml:Point>
40 </sa:position>
41 </sa:SamplingPoint>
42 </gml:featureMember>
43 </gml:FeatureCollection>
44 </om:featureOfInterest>
45 <om:result>
46 <swe:DataArray>
47 <swe:elementCount>
48 <swe:Count>
49 <swe:value>2</swe:value>
50 </swe:Count>
51 </swe:elementCount>
52 <swe:elementType name="Components">
53 <swe:SimpleDataRecord>
54 <swe:field name="Time">
55 <swe:Time definition="urn:ogc:data:time:iso8601"/>
56 </swe:field>
57 <swe:field name="feature">
58 <swe:Text definition="urn:ogc:data:feature"/>
59 </swe:field>
60 <swe:field name="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature">
61 <swe:Quantity definition="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature">
62 <swe:uom code="http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/unit/temperature/degree-Celsius"/>
63 </swe:Quantity>
64 </swe:field>
65 </swe:SimpleDataRecord>
66 </swe:elementType>
67 <swe:encoding>
68 <swe:TextBlock decimalSeparator="." tokenSeparator="," blockSeparator=";"/>
69 </swe:encoding>
70 <swe:values>2008-04-02T13:44:15.000-04:00,http://knoesis.org#air,6.0;
71 2008-04-02T13:46:15.000-04:00,http://knoesis.org#air,noData;</swe:values>
72 </swe:DataArray>
73 </om:result>
74 </om:Observation>
75 </om:member>
76 </om:ObservationCollection>
There are a great many more filtering possibilities for the GetObservation operation.
Figures 5.24, 5.25, 5.26, 5.27, and 5.28 give some examples of other filtering operations. All
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the filtering capabilities can be combined in a single query. The template for the SPARQL
query used by SemSOS to fulfill the GetObservation operation can be found in Appendix
Listing A.15. The template shows the various ways filters manifest in the query made
against the knowledge base.
Figure 5.24 gives an example of filtering by feature.
Listing 5.24 (Example GetObservation XML Request with Feature Filter)
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <GetObservation xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"
3 xmlns:ows="http://www.opengis.net/ows/1.1"
4 xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"
5 xmlns:ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc"
6 xmlns:om="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0"
7 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
8 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0
9 http://schemas.opengis.net/sos/1.0.0/sosGetObservation.xsd"
10 service="SOS" version="1.0.0" srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4326">
11
12 <offering>http://knoesis.org#sample_test_offering</offering>
13 <observedProperty>http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature</observedProperty>
14 <observedProperty>http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/pressure</observedProperty>
15
16 <featureOfInterest>
17 <ObjectID>http://knoesis.org#FOI_example2</ObjectID>
18 </featureOfInterest>
19
20 <responseFormat>text/xml;subtype=&quot;om/1.0.0&quot;</responseFormat>
21
22 </GetObservation>
Figure 5.25 gives an example of filtering by sensor (in this case specifying observations
from either of two sensors).
Listing 5.25 (Example GetObservation XML Request with Sensor Filter)
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <GetObservation xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"
3 xmlns:ows="http://www.opengis.net/ows/1.1"
4 xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"
5 xmlns:ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc"
6 xmlns:om="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0"
7 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
8 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0
9 http://schemas.opengis.net/sos/1.0.0/sosGetObservation.xsd"
10 service="SOS" version="1.0.0" srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4326">
11
12 <offering>http://knoesis.org#sample_test_offering</offering>
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13 <procedure>http://knoesis.org#temperature_sensor_01</procedure>
14 <procedure>http://knoesis.org#pressure_sensor_01</procedure>
15
16 <observedProperty>http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature</observedProperty>
17 <observedProperty>http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/pressure</observedProperty>
18
19 <responseFormat>text/xml;subtype=&quot;om/1.0.0&quot;</responseFormat>
20
21 <resultModel>Measurement</resultModel>
22 <responseMode>inline</responseMode>
23
24 </GetObservation>
Figure 5.26 gives an example of filtering by result (in this case specifying observations
between 4 and 17.9 Celsius.
Listing 5.26 (Example GetObservation XML Request with Result Filter)
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <GetObservation xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"
3 xmlns:ows="http://www.opengis.net/ows/1.1" xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"
4 xmlns:ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc" xmlns:om="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0"
5 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
6 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0
7 http://schemas.opengis.net/sos/1.0.0/sosGetObservation.xsd"
8 service="SOS" version="1.0.0" srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4326">
9
10 <offering>http://knoesis.org#sample_test_offering</offering>
11 <observedProperty>http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature</observedProperty>
12
13 <result>
14 <ogc:PropertyIsBetween>
15 <ogc:PropertyName>http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature</ogc:PropertyName>
16 <ogc:LowerBoundary>
17 <ogc:Literal>4.0</ogc:Literal>
18 </ogc:LowerBoundary>
19 <ogc:UpperBoundary>
20 <ogc:Literal>17.9</ogc:Literal>
21 </ogc:UpperBoundary>
22 </ogc:PropertyIsBetween>
23 </result>
24
25 <responseFormat>text/xml;subtype=&quot;om/1.0.0&quot;</responseFormat>
26 <resultModel>Measurement</resultModel>
27
28 </GetObservation>
Figure 5.27 gives an example of filtering by spatial operation (in this case specifying
observations overlapping a specified geographic envelope).
Listing 5.27 (Example GetObservation XML Request with Spatial Filter)
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
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2 <GetObservation xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"
3 xmlns:ows="http://www.opengis.net/ows/1.1"
4 xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"
5 xmlns:ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc"
6 xmlns:om="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0"
7 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
8 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0
9 http://schemas.opengis.net/sos/1.0.0/sosGetObservation.xsd"
10 service="SOS" version="1.0.0">
11
12 <offering>http://knoesis.org#sample_test_offering</offering>
13 <observedProperty>http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature</observedProperty>
14 <observedProperty>http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/pressure</observedProperty>
15
16 <featureOfInterest>
17 <ogc:Overlaps>
18 <ogc:PropertyName>urn:ogc:data:location</ogc:PropertyName>
19 <gml:Envelope srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4326">
20 <gml:lowerCorner>7.0 50.0</gml:lowerCorner>
21 <gml:upperCorner>10.0 53.0</gml:upperCorner>
22 </gml:Envelope>
23 </ogc:Overlaps>
24 </featureOfInterest>
25
26 <responseFormat>text/xml;subtype=&quot;om/1.0.0&quot;</responseFormat>
27
28 </GetObservation>
Figure 5.28 gives an example of filtering by temporal operation (in this case specifying
observations which took place during either of a pair of time periods).
Listing 5.28 (Example GetObservation XML Request with Temporal Filter)
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <GetObservation xmlns="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0"
3 xmlns:ows="http://www.opengis.net/ows/1.1" xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml"
4 xmlns:ogc="http://www.opengis.net/ogc" xmlns:om="http://www.opengis.net/om/1.0"
5 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
6 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.opengis.net/sos/1.0
7 http://schemas.opengis.net/sos/1.0.0/sosGetObservation.xsd"
8 service="SOS" version="1.0.0" srsName="urn:ogc:def:crs:EPSG:4326">
9
10 <offering>http://knoesis.org#sample_test_offering</offering>
11
12 <eventTime>
13 <ogc:TM_During>
14 <ogc:PropertyName>urn:ogc:data:time:iso8601</ogc:PropertyName>
15 <gml:TimePeriod>
16 <gml:beginPosition>2007-01-01T00:00:01+00:00</gml:beginPosition>
17 <gml:endPosition>2007-12-31T23:59:59+00:00</gml:endPosition>
18 </gml:TimePeriod>
19 </ogc:TM_During>
20 </eventTime>
21
22 <eventTime>
23 <ogc:TM_During>
24 <ogc:PropertyName>urn:ogc:data:time:iso8601</ogc:PropertyName>
25 <gml:TimePeriod>
26 <gml:beginPosition>2008-01-01T00:00:01+00:00</gml:beginPosition>
27 <gml:endPosition>2008-12-31T23:59:59+00:00</gml:endPosition>
28 </gml:TimePeriod>
29 </ogc:TM_During>
30 </eventTime>
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31
32 <observedProperty>http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/temperature</observedProperty>
33 <observedProperty>http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/pressure</observedProperty>
34
35 <responseFormat>text/xml;subtype=&quot;om/1.0.0&quot;</responseFormat>
36
37 </GetObservation>
5.4.1.6 RefreshMetadata
RefreshMetadata is not an official SOS operation. Rather, it is a SemSOS-specific inter-
face that is exposed to facilitate interactionwith reasoners andother systemswhich share
andmaymodify the knowledge base which SemSOS uses to store sensor and observation
data. It is a simple method with no parameters. When called, it triggers an internal
process to regenerate all metadata that is cached for use in answering GetCapabilities
queries. This is necessary for the timely presentation of data consistency between Get-
Capabilities and GetObservation, as GetCapabilities is cached but GetObservation queries
are answered via direct queries of the knowledge base.
5.5 Clients
SemSOS's goal is to interoperate with traditional sensor web SOS clients while providing
a clear path towards the Semantic Sensor Web. Thus it attempts to put as few restric-
tions as possible on interactions with SWE-compliant clients. Consumers of data from
a SemSOS server are supported seamlessly. Workflows that contain producers that wish
to store sensor data in SemSOS require some intervention, though it is possible to do in
a manner that does not necessitate changes to the clients themselves.
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SemSOSpresents the SOScore profile (GetCapabilities,GetObservation, andDescribeSen-
sor) with no reservations. Clients that deal with SOS in purely syntactic terms should see
no difference between the core profile responses of SemSOS and another SOS imple-
mentation. However, clients that are capable of semantically processing responses may
do so by gleaning the embedded model references as described in §5.3.
The story for clients of the SOS transaction profile (RegisterSensor and InsertObserva-
tion) is slightly more nuanced. SemSOS requires of stored data that it be structured as a
graph of RDF data with proper semantic relationships to the ontologies described in §4.3
as well as any domain ontologies relevant to a given installation. Traditional SOS clients
are likely to refer to observed properties, features of interest, or units of measure using
any of a number of syntactic standards or perhaps even custom identifiers. In order to
reconcile these formats, it is necessary to translate from syntactic identifiers to semantic
model references.
Clients that are registering sensors and inserting observations (either for themselves
or on behalf of others) are likely to be fairly simple, and it may be easiest to change the
small number of identifiers they use to be model references. This is not always possible,
however. There are two main strategies to accomplish translation to model reference
without necessitating change to the client.
1. A thin proxy can be created to sit between the target clients and the SemSOS
server. The proxy uses simple rewrite rules to translate custom identifiers into
corresponding model references. All requests are rewritten and then forwarded
to the actual SemSOS server.
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2. As long as the custom identifiers used can pass as syntactically valid URIs (i.e.,
they contain only validURI characters), they can be passed throughSemSOS into
the backend RDF store. A custom reasoner (Cf. §5.6) can perform the translation
directly in the RDF store as part of the reasoning step.
5.6 Reasoner Interaion
The main benefits of the data representation models of the semantic web are interoper-
ability and uniformity of machine processing. The result is empowering a greater facility
for symbolic programming, logic inferencing, and reasoning of such data. An application
which examines and manipulates rich data stores may be generically referred to as a rea-
soning application, or reasoner. A major goal of SemSOS is engagement with reasoning
ecosystems. To this end, it provides several affordances for cooperation with external
applications that need to access and manipulate SemSOS's knowledge base.
Reasoning applications have several concerns with respect to data organization that
are sometimes at odds with factors influencing the way that SemSOS stores data. The
utility of a reasoning application is often limited by its performance characteristics. The
nature of the type of rich metadata and explicit relationships which make semantic web
data so powerful also tends to conspire against reasoning, miring it due to the com-
binatorial the explosion of possible relationships amongst data. To combat this, such
applications generally employ tactics to limit the scope of the data considered during
reasoning. The manner by which to perform this scope regulation is often application
specific and not fulfilled by a general prescription.
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The types of reasoning performedover sensor data additionally often involves tempo-
ral relationships as the basis of analysis. As an example, the meteorological definition of
a blizzard involves a set of conditions which last for at least three hours. Also additional
information, such as aggregations or summarizations of data over time, geographical
range, or other facet can prove necessary for statistical or machine learning inductive
techniques. Again, the main factor is that the exact nature of the data is highly applica-
tion dependent.
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SemSOS's cardinal architectural conceit for interaction with reasoners is the organi-
zation of the knowledge base into a number of named graphs, as described in §5.2.1.
Figure 5.8 recapitulates the three named graph data organization of Figure 5.4 (page 36)
with additional annotations presenting a nominal data flow for an external reasoner
collaborating with SemSOS. The use of named graphs gives the external reasoning col-
laborator the ability to perform any data windowing imperative for efficient and reliable
operation of their means of reasoning.
As depicted in Figure 5.8, the chief concept is that SemSOS will insert new data into
one graph, but query data and metadata from a different graph, if it is configured for
assistance by an external reasoner. When configured as such, SemSOSwill notmove data
between the insert and stable graphs. Instead, it is the responsibility of the reasoner
to remove new triples from the insert graph and, eventually, inject them (perhaps
modified) into the stable graph. While Figure 5.8 depicts a single intermediary graph,
reason , this is simply a notional architecture. Any manipulation of triples between the
insert and stable graphs is outside the remit of SemSOS and completely up to the
reasoning application to perform in any requisite manner.
Straightforward reasoning applications that use simple SPARQL queries and state-
ments to realize reasoning are likely best served, at least initially, by the nominal data
graph organization including a single reason graph. The code for a reasoner of this type
is presented in “Example Reasoner” (§B). This type of application might set a reasoning
interval, say every five minutes. When it is time to reason, the application would :
1. move all new triples from insert to reason ,
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2. perform reasoning on all triples in reason ,
3. push newly inferred triples into reason , and finally
4. move all triples from reason to stable .
The final feature for working with reasoners is the RefreshMetadata operation (dis-
cussed in §5.4.1.6). After performing reasoning and depositing the results in the stable
graph, the reasoning application is responsible for notifying SemSOSof changes tometa-
data. This allows SemSOS to update any cached metadata so as to provide a consistent
view of the newly reasoned data.
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6 Applications&Praical Impapplications & Praical Impa
SemSOS has been used in a number of collaborative research endeavors. As SemSOS is
based on both SensorWeb and SemanticWeb standards, it has proven useful for research
on Semantic Sensor Web knowledge bases and reasoning activities.
6.1 Reasoning about Weather Data
The project out of which SemSOS grew involved research into reasoning over weather
sensor observations[12]. This research was performed using a very early version of Sem-
SOS which supported only the GetObservation and GetCapabilities features of the SOS
core profile. These were the only operations necessary, as the goal of the weather data
knowledge base was primarily modeling and reasoning over the observation data.
At the time, the SSN Ontology did not exist, so the ontology used by the weather
data and SemSOS was translation of O&M to OWL. OWL-Time and WGS84 were used
for all spatiotemporal concepts. Domain ontologies were created to express the observed
properties that are commonly found in the domain of weather data (e.g., wind speed,
temperature, visibility, precipitation), as well as features which were to be inferred from
the observations (blizzard, snow storm, etc).
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The data for the application were derived from data collected from MesoWest17, a
project within the Department of Meteorology at the University of Utah. The data was
transformed to RDF and annotated with the weather domain ontologies. A rule-based
reasoning engine was then run over the data to infer weather features such as blizzard
events. SemSOS was used to serve the knowledge base to both semantically-aware and
-unaware clients (a web-based front end for composing queries and showing results on
a map, and a basic web-based query interface, respectively).
Listing 6.1 shows an excerpt of the logical formulae for the types of rules that were
encoded into the reasoning engine. In this application, the rules were formulated as
SPARQL queries run against the knowledge base shared by SemSOS and the reasoner.
The results of the rules were then inserted into the knowledge base as categorizations on
the observations and as features of the observations which SemSOS surfaced to clients.
Future such reasoners could encode their rules in a rule language like SPARQL Inferenc-
ing Notation (SPIN)18.
Listing 6.1 (Definitions for Blizzard)
𝐵𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑧𝑎𝑟𝑑𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐ 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑠 ∪ 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑉 𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∪ 𝑆𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑠 ⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐ 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 >= 35𝑚𝑝ℎ
17 http://www.met.utah.edu/mesowest
18 http://spinrdf.org
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𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑉 𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 ⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐⇐ 𝑉 𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 <= 1⁄4𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒
6.2 Linked Sensor Data
As a follow-on to theweather data reasoning research, additionalworkwas done to create
a large weather dataset and publish it as Linked Open Data, under the name LinkedSen-
sorData[23, 26]. Again, the data was derived from MesoWest sensor data. MesoWest
continually collects data from over 20,000 weather station's phenomena within North
America. On average, there are about five sensors per weather station measuring phe-
nomena such as temperature, visibility, precipitation, pressure, wind speed, humidity,
etc. In addition to location attributes such as latitude, longitude, and elevation, the data
also contained links to locations in GeoNames.
Another dataset, calledLinkedObservationData[23, 26], was generated (also fromMesoW-
est) from observations made by the same sensors that were cataloged in LinkedSensor-
Data, and linked back to those sensors. The observations include measurements of phe-
nomena such as temperature, visibility, precipitation, pressure, wind speed, humidity,
etc. The dataset consists of observations made within the United States during the time
periods in which several major storms were active (e.g., Hurricane Katrina).
Table 6.1 describes the storms, data ranges, and size of the LinkedObservationData
dataset in RDF triples and number of observations respectively.
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Name Storm Type Date Number of
Triples
Number of
Observations
Bill Hurricane August 17 - August 22, 2009 231,021,108 21,272,790
Ike Hurricane Sept. 1 - Sept. 13, 2008 374,094,660 34,430,964
Gustav Hurricane August 25 - August 31, 2008 258,378,511 23,792,818
Bertha Hurricane July 6 - July 17, 2008 278,235,734 25,762,568
Wilma Hurricane October 17 - October 23, 2005 171,854,686 15,797,852
Katrina Hurricane August 23 - August 30, 2005 203,386,049 18,832,041
Charley Hurricane August 9 - August 15, 2004 101,956,760 9,333,676
Blizzard April 1 - April 6, 2003 111,357,227 10,237,791
Total 1,730,284,735 159,460,500
Table 6.1 Linked Observation Data Statistics
Again, SemSOS was used to serve the RDF datasets thus compiled. The major changes
made to SemSOS to support LinkedObservationData and LinkedSensorData fall into
the category of performance improvements. The sheer number of sensors, observed
properties, and attached features resulted in a GetCapabilities document that was over
twenty Megabytes in size. Aggressive caching and better factored SPARQL queries were
necessary to make querying such a large dataset performant.
6.3 Discovery on Linked Sensor Data
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Anextension to the creationof theLinkedSensorData andLinkedObservationData datasets
added geospatial metadata by incorporating relationships to the GeoNames dataset. For
each sensor the geographically closest named location, or feature, within the GeoN-
ames dataset was found. This location was then linked with a sensor through a ‘near'
relationship. This relationship describes not only the location of the sensor, but also
contextual information regarding the sensors distance from the location. Linking to
GeoNames provided an authoritative source of semantic spatial information that allowed
the construction of an intuitive mechanism for finding sensor data by region. Figure 6.1
shows the stratification amongst the datasets.
Linked 
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Figure 6.1 Linked Data Stratification
The thrust of the research was to examine sensor discovery in the context of Linked
Data. By using concepts from well-known, authoritative ontologies, Linked Data itself
became the sensor registry. To find sensors intuitively, by named location, required only
to search by link to GeoNames. Further, a light-weight sensor registry was built on top
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of Linked Data queries to support traditional SWE clients. The sensor discovery project
spurred the addition of the DescribeSensor feature to SemSOS.
6.4 SemMOB
The most recent application of SemSOS was for the Semantic Processing for ad-hoc
MOBile Environments (SemMOB) project [1]. It made use of the transactional profile
of SOS, the features of which (RegisterSensor, and InsertObservation) had been added to
SemSOS in the interim. SemMOB used SemSOS tomodel first-responder mobile sensor
platforms, including smartphones, entering the sensor environment in an ad-hoc way,
all while reasoning about environmental safety conditions in a near-real-time manner.
The reasoning engine in SemMOBwas given domain knowledge of types of fires. Fire
type events could be inferred based on temperature, CO2 levels, and light wavelengths.
Also, through the use of the geolocation data, including GeoNames, it was possible to
view the sensors and conditions on a map in near-real-time.
6.5 Praical Impa
SemSOS, as a tool and an embodiment of the exploration of the Semantic Web and
Sensor Web design space, does not easily yield to a quantifiable evaluation. Though
there certainly have been performance improvements in the evolution of SemSOS, a
more practical appraisal of the impact of SemSOS lies in examining the work that has
built upon it. In particular, SemSOS serves as an example architecture for serving clients
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ranging the gamut from completely semantically unaware to advanced reasoners, and
acts as forcing constraint on robust ontology design for use in sensor data knowledge
bases and applications.
An early version of SemSOS and the sensor ontology it used (Cf. § 6.1) served as input
to the SSN-XG process of creating the SSN Ontology.19 Additionally, as of May 2013, the
original paper describing SemSOS has approximately eighty citations. Some examples
include:
1. Compton et al. [8] describe the ontology used in early versions of SemSOS in
a survey various examples of semantic annotation and modelling of sensor and
observation data.
2. Janowicz et al. [14] use SemSOS as an example of the requirements for reasoning,
discovery, and linked data sharing of sensor and observation data.
3. Wang et al. [37] explore architecture and service concerns to give recommenda-
tions for knowledge representation on the IoT.
4. Bröring et al. [6] investigate the combination of Semantic Web and Sensor Web
concerns.
5. Koubarakis et al. [18] use SemSOS to illustrate motivation for temporal and
spatial modelling and query on the Semantic Web.
19 http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/XGR-ssn-20110628/#Reviewed_ontologies
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7 Future Workuture Work
The SemSOS architecture presented in this thesis has proven quite useful for researching
various facets of the Semantic Sensor Web. Nonetheless, there are improvements and
additions that could aid future utilization and research efforts.
On a practical front, there are some efficiency gains that could bemade. For use with
reasoning engines that wish to reason frequently, the RefreshMetadata operation could
be parameterized based on the facet of data for which triples were created or changed.
Use of such an interface would increase coupling minutely, but would allow for numer-
ous successive reasoning executions, while streamlining cache updates, as only specified
metadata would need to be queried and cached again.
Very recently the OGC standardized GeoSPARQL, a set of geographic semantic web
extensions based upon existing OGC conceptual models which previously had only syn-
tactic concrete models[21, 25]. GeoSPARQL includes not only extensions to the SPARQL
query language, but also sets of reasoning rules and RDF & OWL vocabularies for de-
scribing geographic information. Once tooling support arrives for GeoSPARQL (e.g.,
SPARQL engine support), the SemSOS datamodel would benefit greatly by transitioning
to theGeoSPARQL standard formodeling, querying, and reasoning over the location and
feature information it stores.
SemSOS uses a data architecture involving three named graphs in order to separate
data into regions for efficient reasoning passes, as outlined in §5.6. The first two graphs
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(the insert and reason) serve as holding areas for use by the reasoning engine. It is then
at the discretion of the engine to perform reasoning at an appropriate rate with an ap-
propriate window and move the resulting data to stable storage. These two graphs and
their execution contract could be replaced by a Feature Stream architecture, like that
proposed by Patni[24]. The Feature Stream architecture already has affordances for time
window-based execution and data flow. It would be a small matter to write the result of
the stream reasoning to the stable storage graph. An upshot of this architectural change
is that it would allow easily building a semantically-enabled Sensor Alert Service (SAS)
on top of the Feature Stream which is fed by observations inserted into SemSOS.
As well, there is potential for the application of SemSOS to future research endeav-
ors. A research project is currently under evaluation at the Kno.e.sis center20 to employ
SemSOS in the field of Internet of Things research.
20 http://knoesis.org
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8 Conclusiononclusion
This thesis has elucidated the details of SemSOS. SemSOS is an application implemen-
tation which has served as a proving ground for research into architectures for semantic
sensor network middleware and their usage for reasoning, querying, and discovering
sensor and observation data. SemSOS has been informed by the synergistic marrying
of Sensor Web and Semantic Web standard technologies, with the goals not only of
satisfying both Sensor Web and Semantic Web clients, but allowing for client evolution
from the former to the latter.
The objective of the design of SemSOSwas tomake it possible to semantically enable
the SensorObservation Service and its clients, while empowering rich reasoning anddata
interaction due to ontological commitment of the data model. The various applications
to which SemSOS has been put in the service of research into such empowerment serves
as a testament to the validity of such an architecture. SemSOS and architectures and
initiatives like it give a glimpse into what the Internet of Things will bring.
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A SPARQL TemplatesPARQL Templates
SemSOS uses the Mustache template language (and specifically, the Mustache.java li-
braryXXI) for SPARQL templates. Mustache is named for the fact that template tags are
identifiers enclosed in doubled curly brackets (e.g., ‘double mustaches'). When a Mus-
tache tag is found, the tag is replaced with a value bound to the tag's identifier. In addi-
tion, Mustache allows section iteration via a nested scope and usage of a ‘#' prepended to
the tag identifier. For more info see the manual page.XXII Listing A.I shows the minimal
code used to instantiate query templates into queries. Listing A.II gives the SPARQL
prefixes used by all SemSOS queries, and is a template partial that is included in all other
query templates. The balance of the listings are queries used by SemSOS.
XXI https://github.com/spullara/mustache.java
XXII http://mustache.github.io/mustache.5.html
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Listing A.I (SPARQL Template )
1 package edu.wright.knoesis.sparql.ssn;
2
3 import java.io.IOException;
4 import java.io.StringWriter;
5
6 import com.github.mustachejava.DefaultMustacheFactory;
7 import com.github.mustachejava.Mustache;
8 import com.github.mustachejava.MustacheFactory;
9
10 /**
11 * A template object that can {@link #create(Object)} instantiated query strings.
12 *
13 * @author jpschorr
14 *
15 * @see https://github.com/spullara/mustache.java
16 */
17 public class SPARQLTemplate {
18 static protected final MustacheFactory FACTORY = new DefaultMustacheFactory();
19 static {
20 // First compile prerequisite partials
21 FACTORY.compile("_prefixes.mustache");
22 }
23
24 private final Mustache mustache;
25
26 /**
27 * @param templateResourceName the name of a resource in your jar that will be loaded as a mustache template.
28 * @see MustacheFactory#compile(String)
29 */
30 public SPARQLTemplate(final String templateResourceName) {
31 mustache = FACTORY.compile(templateResourceName);
32 }
33
34 /**
35 * @param scope a scope from which to find values to fill the template
36 * @return the compiled string
37 * @see Mustache#execute(java.io.Writer, Object)
38 */
39 public final String create(final Object scope) {
40 final StringWriter res = new StringWriter();
41 mustache.execute(res, scope);
42
43 final String result = res.toString();
44 try {
45 res.close();
46 } catch (final IOException e) {
47 }
48
49 return result;
50 }
51 }
Listing A.II (Prefixes Template)
1 PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
2 PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
3 PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
4 PREFIX owl-time: <http://www.w3.org/2006/time#>
5 PREFIX wgs84: <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#>
6 PREFIX gml: <http://schemas.opengis.net/gml#>
7 PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
8 PREFIX xsp: <http://www.owl-ontologies.com/2005/08/07/xsp.owl#>
9 PREFIX geonames: <http://www.geonames.org/ontology#>
10 PREFIX ssn: <http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn#>
11 PREFIX physical-quality: <http://purl.oclc.org/NET/muo/ucum/physical-quality/>
12 PREFIX DUL: <http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DUL.owl#>
13 PREFIX semsos: <http://knoesis.org/semsos#>
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Listing A.III (Add Template)
1 {{#graph}}
2 ADD <{{from}}> TO <{{to}}> ;
3 {{/graph}}
Listing A.IV (Drop Template)
1 {{#graph}}
2 DROP GRAPH <{{id}}> ;
3 {{/graph}}
Listing A.V (Insert Feature Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2 INSERT DATA{
3
4 {{#graph}}
5 GRAPH <{{id}}> {
6 {{/graph}}
7
8 {{#fois}}
9 <{{id}}>
10 a ssn:FeatureOfInterest ;
11 semsos:featureName "{{name}}"^^xsd:string ;
12 DUL:hasLocation <{{id}}_location> .
13
14 {{#location}}
15 <{{id}}_location>
16 a wgs84:Point ;
17 wgs84:lat "{{lat}}"^^xsd:float ;
18 wgs84:long "{{lon}}"^^xsd:float ;
19 wgs84:alt "{{elev}}"^^xsd:float .
20 {{/location}}
21 {{/fois}}
22
23 {{#graph}}
24 }
25 {{/graph}}
26
27 }
Listing A.VI (Insert Observation Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2 INSERT {
3
4 {{#graph}}
5 GRAPH <{{id}}> {
6 {{/graph}}
7
8 <{{sensor}}>
9 ssn:madeObservation <{{observation}}> ;
10 ssn:hasOutput <{{output}}> .
11
12 <{{observation}}>
13 a ssn:Observation ;
14 semsos:observationId ?next ;
15 ssn:observedBy <{{sensor}}> ;
16 ssn:featureOfInterest <{{foi}}> ;
17 ssn:observedProperty <{{property}}> ;
18 ssn:observationResult <{{output}}> ;
19 ssn:observationResultTime <{{observation}}_resultTime> .
20
21 <{{output}}>
22 a ssn:SensorOutput ;
23 ssn:isProducedBy <{{sensor}}> ;
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24 DUL:hasDataValue "{{value}}"^^xsd:float .
25
26 <{{observation}}_resultTime>
27 a owl-time:Instant ;
28 owl-time:inXSDDateTime "{{time}}"^^xsd:dateTime .
29
30 {{#graph}}
31 }
32 {{/graph}}
33
34 }
35 WHERE{
36 {
37 SELECT ((MAX(?number) + 1) AS ?next)
38 WHERE{
39 {
40 ?x semsos:observationId ?number .
41 }
42 UNION
43 {
44 BIND (0 AS ?number)
45 }
46 }
47 }
48 }
Listing A.VII (Insert Offering to Sensor Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2 INSERT DATA{
3
4 {{#graph}}
5 GRAPH <{{id}}> {
6 {{/graph}}
7
8 <{{offering}}> semsos:hasSubSystem <{{sensor}}> .
9
10 {{#graph}}
11 }
12 {{/graph}}
13
14 }
Listing A.VIII (Insert Offering Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2 INSERT DATA{
3
4 {{#graph}}
5 GRAPH <{{id}}> {
6 {{/graph}}
7
8 semsos:Offering rdfs:subClassOf ssn:System .
9
10 {{#offerings}}
11 <{{id}}>
12 a semsos:Offering ;
13 semsos:hasOfferingName "{{name}}"^^xsd:string .
14 {{/offerings}}
15
16 {{#graph}}
17 }
18 {{/graph}}
19
20 }
Listing A.IX (Insert Property Template)
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1 {{> _prefixes}}
2 INSERT DATA{
3
4 {{#graph}}
5 GRAPH <{{id}}> {
6 {{/graph}}
7
8 {{#properties}}
9 <{{id}}>
10 a ssn:Property ;
11 DUL:isClassifiedBy <{{uom}}> .
12 {{/properties}}
13
14 {{#graph}}
15 }
16 {{/graph}}
17
18 }
Listing A.X (Insert Sensor to Property Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2 INSERT DATA{
3
4 {{#graph}}
5 GRAPH <{{id}}> {
6 {{/graph}}
7
8 <{{sensor}}> ssn:observes <{{property}}> .
9
10 {{#graph}}
11 }
12 {{/graph}}
13
14 }
Listing A.XI (Insert Sensor Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2 INSERT DATA{
3
4 {{#graph}}
5 GRAPH <{{id}}> {
6 {{/graph}}
7
8 {{#sensors}}
9 <{{id}}>
10 a ssn:SensingDevice ;
11 ssn:onPlatform <{{id}}_platform> ;
12 semsos:sml_attachment <{{id}}_sml> .
13
14 <{{id}}_sml>
15 DUL:hasDataValue "{{sml_attachment}}"^^xsd:base64Binary .
16
17 <{{id}}_platform>
18 a ssn:Platform ;
19 ssn:attachedSystem <{{id}}> ;
20 DUL:hasLocation <{{id}}_platform_location> .
21
22 {{#location}}
23 <{{id}}_platform_location>
24 a wgs84:Point ;
25 wgs84:lat "{{lat}}"^^xsd:float ;
26 wgs84:long "{{lon}}"^^xsd:float ;
27 wgs84:alt "{{elev}}"^^xsd:float .
28 {{/location}}
29 {{/sensors}}
30
31 {{#graph}}
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32 }
33 {{/graph}}
34
35 }
Listing A.XII (Move Template)
1 {{#graph}}
2 MOVE <{{from}}> TO <{{to}}> ;
3 {{/graph}}
Listing A.XIII (Query All Features Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2 SELECT DISTINCT ?foi
3 {{#graph}}
4 FROM <{{id}}>
5 {{/graph}}
6 WHERE{
7 ?foi a ssn:FeatureOfInterest .
8 }
Listing A.XIV (Query Complex Props To Props Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2 SELECT DISTINCT ?offering ?prop ?subprop
3 {{#graph}}
4 FROM <{{id}}>
5 {{/graph}}
6 WHERE{
7 ?offering a semsos:Offering .
8 ?offering semsos:hasSubSystem ?proc .
9 ?proc ssn:observes ?prop .
10 ?proc ssn:hasSubSystem ?subproc .
11 ?subproc ssn:observes ?subprop .
12 }
Listing A.XV (Query Get Observations Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
3 SELECT DISTINCT ?offering ?sensor ?obs ?oid ?foi ?foiName ?date ?property
4 ?value (DATATYPE(?value) as ?dataType) ?uom ?loc ?lat ?lon ?elevation
5 {{#graph}}
6 FROM <{{id}}>
7 {{/graph}}
8 WHERE{
9 ?offering
10 semsos:hasSubSystem ?sensor .
11
12 FILTER( ?offering = <{{offering}}> ) .
13
14 FILTER({{#sensors}}
15 ( ?sensor = <{{id}}> ) {{^last}}||{{/last}}
16 {{/sensors}}
17 {{^sensors}}
18 true
19 {{/sensors}}) .
20
21 ?sensor
22 ssn:onPlatform ?platform ;
23 ssn:madeObservation ?obs .
24
25 OPTIONAL {
26 ?obs
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27 ssn:featureOfInterest ?foi .
28 ?foi
29 semsos:featureName ?foiName ;
30 DUL:hasLocation ?foiLoc .
31 }
32
33 FILTER({{#fois}}
34 ( ?foi = <{{id}}> ) {{^last}}||{{/last}}
35 {{/fois}}
36 {{^fois}}
37 true
38 {{/fois}}) .
39
40 ?obs
41 a ssn:Observation ;
42 semsos:observationId ?oid ;
43 ssn:observedProperty ?property ;
44 ssn:observationResult ?output ;
45 ssn:observationResultTime ?resultTime .
46
47 FILTER({{#properties}}
48 ( ?property = <{{id}}> ) {{^last}}||{{/last}}
49 {{/properties}}
50 {{^properties}}
51 true
52 {{/properties}}) .
53
54 ?property
55 DUL:isClassifiedBy ?uom .
56
57 ?resultTime
58 owl-time:inXSDDateTime ?date .
59 {
60 SELECT (MAX(?otherDate) AS ?maxdate)
61 WHERE{
62 ?sensor ssn:madeObservation ?otherObs .
63 ?otherObs ssn:observationResultTime ?otherResultTime .
64 ?otherResultTime owl-time:inXSDDateTime ?otherDate .
65 }
66 }
67
68 FILTER({{#temporalFilters}}
69 ( ?date {{{op}}} {{{value}}} {{#op2}}&& ?date {{{op2}}} {{{value2}}} {{/op2}}) {{^last}}||{{/last}}
70 {{/temporalFilters}}
71 {{^temporalFilters}}
72 true
73 {{/temporalFilters}}) .
74
75 ?output
76 DUL:hasDataValue ?value .
77
78 FILTER({{#resFilters}}
79 ( ?value {{{op}}} {{value}} ) {{^last}}&&{{/last}}
80 {{/resFilters}}
81 {{^resFilters}}
82 true
83 {{/resFilters}}) .
84
85 ?platform
86 DUL:hasLocation ?loc .
87
88 ?loc
89 rdf:type ?locType ;
90 wgs84:lat ?lat ;
91 wgs84:long ?lon ;
92 wgs84:alt ?elevation .
93 }
Listing A.XVI (Query Observation Id Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
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3 SELECT DISTINCT ?oid
4 {{#graph}}
5 FROM <{{id}}>
6 {{/graph}}
7 WHERE{
8 <{{observation}}> semsos:observationId ?oid .
9 }
Listing A.XVII (Query Observations to Date Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
3 SELECT DISTINCT ?obs ?date
4 {{#graph}}
5 FROM <{{id}}>
6 {{/graph}}
7 WHERE{
8 ?obs a ssn:Observation .
9 ?obs ssn:observationResultTime ?resultTime .
10 ?resultTime owl-time:inXSDDateTime ?date .
11 }
Listing A.XVIII (Query Observations Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
3 SELECT DISTINCT ?obs ?oid
4 {{#graph}}
5 FROM <{{id}}>
6 {{/graph}}
7 WHERE{
8 ?obs
9 a ssn:Observation ;
10 semsos:observationId ?oid .
11 }
Listing A.XIX (Query Offering Location Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
3 SELECT DISTINCT ?offering ?loctype ?lat ?long ?elevation
4 {{#graph}}
5 FROM <{{id}}>
6 {{/graph}}
7 WHERE{
8 ?offering a semsos:Offering .
9 ?offering semsos:hasSubSystem ?component .
10 ?component ssn:onPlatform ?plat .
11 ?plat DUL:hasLocation ?loc .
12 ?loc a ?loctype .
13 ?loc a wgs84:Point .
14 ?loc wgs84:lat ?lat .
15 ?loc wgs84:long ?long .
16 ?loc wgs84:alt ?elevation .
17 }
Listing A.XX (Query Offering MinMax Dates Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2 SELECT DISTINCT ?offering (min(?date) as ?mindate) (max(?date) as ?maxdate)
3 {{#graph}}
4 FROM <{{id}}>
5 {{/graph}}
6 WHERE{
7 ?offering
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8 a semsos:Offering ;
9 semsos:hasSubSystem ?sensor .
10
11 FILTER({{#offerings}} ( ?offering = <{{id}}> ) {{^last}}||{{/last}}{{/offerings}}{{^offerings}}true {{/offerings}}) .
12
13 ?sensor ssn:madeObservation ?obs .
14 ?obs ssn:observationResultTime ?sample .
15 ?sample owl-time:inXSDDateTime ?date .
16 }
17 GROUP BY ?offering
Listing A.XXI (Query Offering Names Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2 SELECT DISTINCT ?nameOfOffering ?offering
3 {{#graph}}
4 FROM <{{id}}>
5 {{/graph}}
6 WHERE{
7 ?offering a semsos:Offering .
8 ?offering semsos:hasOfferingName ?nameOfOffering .
9 }
Listing A.XXII (Query Offering to Feature Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2 SELECT DISTINCT ?offering ?foi
3 {{#graph}}
4 FROM <{{id}}>
5 {{/graph}}
6 WHERE{
7 ?offering a semsos:Offering .
8 ?offering semsos:hasSubSystem ?proc .
9 ?proc ssn:madeObservation ?obs .
10 ?obs ssn:featureOfInterest ?foi .
11 }
Listing A.XXIII (Query Offering to Property Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2 SELECT DISTINCT ?offering ?property
3 {{#graph}}
4 FROM <{{id}}>
5 {{/graph}}
6 WHERE{
7 ?offering a semsos:Offering .
8 ?offering semsos:hasSubSystem ?sensor .
9 ?sensor ssn:observes ?property .
10 }
Listing A.XXIV (Query Offering to Result Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
3 SELECT DISTINCT ?offering ?val (DATATYPE(?val) as ?dataType)
4 {{#graph}}
5 FROM <{{id}}>
6 {{/graph}}
7 WHERE{
8 ?offering a semsos:Offering .
9 ?offering semsos:hasSubSystem ?proc .
10 ?proc ssn:madeObservation ?obs .
11 ?obs ssn:observationResult ?output .
12 ?output DUL:hasDataValue ?val .
13 OPTIONAL {
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14 ?offering semsos:hasSubSystem ?proc2 .
15 ?proc2 ssn:madeObservation ?obs2 .
16 ?obs2 ssn:observationResult ?output2 .
17 ?output2 DUL:hasDataValue ?val2 .
18 FILTER(?val != ?val2 && ?val < ?val2 && DATATYPE(?val) = DATATYPE(?val2)) .
19 }
20
21 FILTER(!bound(?val2))
22 }
Listing A.XXV (Query Offering to Sensor Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
3 SELECT DISTINCT ?offering ?proc
4 {{#graph}}
5 FROM <{{id}}>
6 {{/graph}}
7 WHERE{
8 ?offering a semsos:Offering .
9 ?offering semsos:hasSubSystem ?proc .
10 }
Listing A.XXVI (Query Offerings Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
3 SELECT DISTINCT ?offering
4 {{#graph}}
5 FROM <{{id}}>
6 {{/graph}}
7 WHERE{
8 ?offering a semsos:Offering .
9 }
Listing A.XXVII (Query Property to Result Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
3 SELECT DISTINCT ?property ?val (DATATYPE(?val) as ?dataType)
4 {{#graph}}
5 FROM <{{id}}>
6 {{/graph}}
7 WHERE{
8 ?proc ssn:madeObservation ?obs .
9 ?proc ssn:observes ?property .
10 ?obs ssn:observationResult ?output .
11 ?output DUL:hasDataValue ?val .
12 OPTIONAL {
13 ?proc2 ssn:madeObservation ?obs2 .
14 ?proc2 ssn:observes ?property .
15 ?obs2 ssn:observationResult ?output2 .
16 ?output2 DUL:hasDataValue ?val2 .
17 FILTER(?val != ?val2 && ?val < ?val2 && DATATYPE(?val) = DATATYPE(?val2)) .
18 }
19
20 FILTER(!bound(?val2))
21 }
Listing A.XXVIII (Query Property to Units Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
3 SELECT DISTINCT ?property ?uom
4 {{#graph}}
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5 FROM <{{id}}>
6 {{/graph}}
7 WHERE{
8 ?property a ssn:Property .
9 ?property DUL:isClassifiedBy ?uom .
10 }
Listing A.XXIX (Query Sensor Document Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
3 SELECT DISTINCT ?encodedSML
4 {{#graph}}
5 FROM <{{id}}>
6 {{/graph}}
7 WHERE{
8 {{#sensors}}
9 <{{id}}> semsos:sml_attachment ?sml .
10 ?sml DUL:hasDataValue ?encodedSML .
11 {{/sensors}}
12 }
Listing A.XXX (Query Sensor to Property Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
3 SELECT DISTINCT ?sensor ?property
4 {{#graph}}
5 FROM <{{id}}>
6 {{/graph}}
7 WHERE{
8 ?sensor a ssn:SensingDevice .
9 ?sensor ssn:observes ?property .
10 }
Listing A.XXXI (Query Sensors to Features Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
3 SELECT DISTINCT ?proc ?foi
4 {{#graph}}
5 FROM <{{id}}>
6 {{/graph}}
7 WHERE{
8 ?proc a ssn:SensingDevice .
9 ?proc ssn:madeObservation ?obs .
10 ?obs ssn:featureOfInterest ?foi .
11 }
Listing A.XXXII (Query Sensors Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
3 SELECT DISTINCT ?proc
4 {{#graph}}
5 FROM <{{id}}>
6 {{/graph}}
7 WHERE{
8 ?proc a ssn:SensingDevice .
9 }
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B Example Reasonerxample R asoner
The example reasoner uses the same template language described §A. It also uses theAdd,
Drop, andMove templates given in Listings A.III, A.IV, and A.XII respectively. Listing B.II
gives a simple reasoner (which builds on Listing B.I) which simply doubles any values
that were inserted into the knowledge base before moving them to stable storage. The
SPARQL template given in Listing B.III is used to perform the doubling.
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Listing B.I (Example Reasoner Infrastructure in Java)
1 package edu.wright.knoesis.semsos.reasoner.impl;
2
3 import java.io.IOException;
4
5 import org.apache.http.client.ClientProtocolException;
6 import org.apache.http.client.HttpClient;
7 import org.apache.http.client.methods.HttpGet;
8 import org.apache.http.impl.client.BasicResponseHandler;
9 import org.apache.http.impl.client.DefaultHttpClient;
10 import org.apache.log4j.Logger;
11 import org.openrdf.model.URI;
12
13 import edu.wright.knoesis.semsos.reasoner.IReasoner;
14 import edu.wright.knoesis.sparql.SPARQLUpdate;
15 import edu.wright.knoesis.sparql.ssn.TEMPLATE;
16 import edu.wright.knoesis.sparql.ssn.RepositoryData;
17
18 public abstract class AbstractReasoner implements IReasoner {
19
20 private static Logger LOG = Logger.getLogger(AbstractReasoner.class);
21
22 protected final RepositoryData repoData;
23 protected java.net.URI semsosRefreshURI;
24
25 protected final HttpClient client = new DefaultHttpClient();
26
27 protected enum REASONSTATUS {
28 NO_CHANGE, METADATA_CHANGED
29 };
30
31 public AbstractReasoner(final RepositoryData repoData, final java.net.URI semsosURI) {
32 this.repoData = repoData;
33 this.semsosRefreshURI = java.net.URI.create(semsosURI.toString() + "/sos?REQUEST=RefreshMetadata");
34 }
35
36 private String refreshSemSOSMetaData() throws ClientProtocolException, IOException {
37 final HttpGet cmd = new HttpGet(semsosRefreshURI);
38 final BasicResponseHandler responseHandler = new BasicResponseHandler();
39 return client.execute(cmd, responseHandler);
40 }
41
42 public void reason() {
43 final URI newGraph = repoData.getGraphNew().id;
44 final URI reasonGraph = repoData.getGraphReason().id;
45 final URI stableGraph = repoData.getGraphStable().id;
46
47 try {
48 moveNewTriplesToTemporary(newGraph, reasonGraph);
49 } catch (final Exception e) {
50 LOG.error(
51 "Error in attempt to move new triples to temporary reasoning storage: "
52 + e.getMessage(), e);
53 }
54
55 try {
56 final REASONSTATUS status = reasonOverNewTriples(reasonGraph);
57 if (status == REASONSTATUS.METADATA_CHANGED) {
58 refreshSemSOSMetaData();
59 }
60 } catch (final Exception e) {
61 LOG.error("Error in attempt to reason: " + e.getMessage(), e);
62 }
63
64 try {
65 moveNewAndReasonedTriplesToStable(reasonGraph, stableGraph);
66 } catch (final Exception e) {
67 LOG.error("Error moving new and reasoned triples: " + e.getMessage(), e);
68 }
69 }
70
71 protected abstract REASONSTATUS reasonOverNewTriples(final URI reasonGraph) throws Exception;
72
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73 protected void moveNewTriplesToTemporary(final URI newGraph, final URI reasonGraph)
74 throws Exception {
75 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
76 final Object scope = new Object() {
77 final Object graph = new Object() {
78 final URI from = newGraph;
79 final URI to = reasonGraph;
80 };
81 };
82
83 final String move = TEMPLATE.MOVE.create(scope);
84
85 final SPARQLUpdate update = new SPARQLUpdate(repoData.getPool(), move);
86 update.evaluate();
87 }
88
89 protected void moveNewAndReasonedTriplesToStable(final URI reasonGraph, final URI stableGraph)
90 throws Exception {
91 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
92 final Object scope = new Object() {
93 final Object graph = new Object() {
94 final URI from = reasonGraph;
95 final URI id = from; // This will be dropped after the copy
96 final URI to = stableGraph;
97 };
98 };
99
100 final String addAndDrop = TEMPLATE.ADD.create(scope) + "\{}n" + TEMPLATE.DROP.create(scope);
101 final SPARQLUpdate update = new SPARQLUpdate(repoData.getPool(), addAndDrop);
102 update.evaluate();
103 }
104
105 protected void cleanup() {
106 client.getConnectionManager().shutdown();
107 }
108 }
Listing B.II (Example Value Doubling Reasoner in Java)
1 package edu.wright.knoesis.semsos.reasoner.impl.doublereasoner;
2
3 import java.util.Properties;
4
5 import javax.servlet.ServletException;
6
7 import org.openrdf.model.URI;
8
9 import edu.wright.knoesis.semsos.reasoner.IReasoner;
10 import edu.wright.knoesis.semsos.reasoner.impl.AbstractTimerBasedReasoner;
11 import edu.wright.knoesis.sparql.SPARQLUpdate;
12 import edu.wright.knoesis.sparql.ssn.RepositoryData;
13 import edu.wright.knoesis.sparql.ssn.SPARQLTemplate;
14
15 public class DoubleReasoner extends AbstractTimerBasedReasoner implements IReasoner {
16
17 final SPARQLTemplate doubleOutputDataValue = new SPARQLTemplate("DoubleOutputDataValue.mustache");
18
19 public DoubleReasoner(final Properties config, final RepositoryData repoData, final java.net.URI semsosUri)
20 throws ServletException {
21 super(config, repoData, semsosUri);
22 }
23
24 @Override
25 protected REASONSTATUS reasonOverNewTriples(final URI reasonGraphName) throws Exception {
26 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
27 final Object scope = new Object() {
28 final Object graph = new Object() {
29 final URI id = reasonGraphName;
30 };
31 };
32
33 final String move = doubleOutputDataValue.create(scope);
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34
35 final SPARQLUpdate update = new SPARQLUpdate(repoData.getPool(), move);
36 update.evaluate();
37
38 return REASONSTATUS.METADATA_CHANGED;
39 }
40 }
Listing B.III (Example Value Doubling SPARQL Template)
1 {{> _prefixes}}
2
3 WITH {{#graph}}<{{id}}>{{/graph}}
4 DELETE {
5 ?output DUL:hasDataValue ?val
6 }
7 INSERT {
8 ?output DUL:hasDataValue ?doubled
9 }
10 WHERE{
11 {
12 SELECT ?output ?val (?val * 2 AS ?doubled)
13 WHERE{
14 ?output
15 a ssn:SensorOutput ;
16 DUL:hasDataValue ?val .
17 }
18 }
19 }
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